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4 TOBACCO TRUST !WANTS TO
SEE THE BILLLoses a Big Case in the
Supreme Court.
WITNESSES MUST TESTIFY;
MUST PROCURE BOOKS.
In the Anti-Combine Proceed-
ings Brought in New
York.
BIG • VICTORY FOR
THE TOBACCO GROWERS.
Washinga, March 13.—The
'Tobacco Trtist" cases, involving the
right of witnesses to refrain from
testifying before Federal grand juries
in proceedings under the anti-trust
law, were yesterday decided by the
Supreme court of the United States
against the witnesses. • The cases
grew out of proceedings for writs of
habeas corpus instituted in the Cir-
cuit court for the Sbethera district
of New York, whose election was
affirmed. The court 'held, however,
that the subpoena in this ease was
too broad-.
It was a suit of the" government
ageins4 the Araer sainighalcag com-
pany, commonly n` as the to-
les:co trust, the•MicAndrews & Forbes
company and the Imperial Tobacco
company, under the anti-trust law,
which was -instittited- in the- Circuit
court of the United 'skates for the
Southern district of New York. Hale
and McAllister are officers of tobacco
companies, and when called to testify
before the grand jury relative to the
existence of the so-called trust they
refused to answer questions or to
produce their books. They were
committed for contempt of court and
sought to escape by means of writs
of habeas corpus. These writs were
refused, and the case was brought to
the Supreme Court by the defend-
ants.
In the hearing they attacked thejurisdiction of the grand jury and
contended that at the time they were
before the jury there was no action
pending against the tobacco com-
panies. The jury's right to compel
answers vnui questioned on the
ground that in the investigation it
was making there was no specific
charge again* any particular person.
(Continued on Page a.)
DEWEY CONE
TA KEN TO REFORM SCHOOL
THIS MORNING BY DE- ..
TECTIVE BALMS
Is an Eight YeeF Old Soy Who Has
-•
Proved a Very Herd Case for
His Family and Shui Officers.
•
Dewey Troutman was this morn-
ing at Leo o'clock taken to Lexing-
ton, Ky., by Detective William Bak-
er, who will place Marin the reform
school to be raised.
Dewey is the incorrigible eighl
year old who cannot be handled at
his home and who has been in handii
of the authorities numerous times,
His long suit seems to be to furi
----svray-trom %011ie, he 45nce -going ovel
to St. Louis, where the officials
picked him up, and where the big
daily papers devoted several columns
to him. He was brought back home
and the local officers every few
months have to take charge of him,
hi. continuing his avocation of de-
parting from ,the parental roof, de-
spite his tender age. Finally his par-
ents saw nothing could be done with
Fim and adopted the beet measure
possible, that of sending him to the
reform institution where he was
taken this morning.
He. is the boy who stole so many
-buggies around town one day last
fall, and driving them an hour or
two would desert theft 'Mid get an-
-other. At Fifth and Broadway,
while in Dr. Jtiese Gilbert's 'vehicle,
scme other rig run into him, and he
was thrown, out right underneath the
hoofs of the wild and plunging
hors.e, but fortunately ilvo actnessee
-.passing rushed out jwci ,..‘ireaching
down, grasped him frOM elliderneath,
the beast and saved him from serious
*Injury. .He was painfully hurt as it
was by tumbing out on his head on-
to the hard brick street:
YADUCAIL KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, MARCH 14, 1906.
MAYOR YEISER DESIRES TO
.SCA3,1 PARE COMMISVONt
LAW.
It is Not Improbable That He Will
Select Some Woman To Act
With the Gentlemen Com-
zniseioners. •
4
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
be could not yet tell what he would
have to do about selecting the city
park commissioners, because as yet
he has not received a copy of the
bill adopted by the senate and legis-
lature at Frankfort, therefore he
does not know what is to be exacted
of him in this regard.
The mayor has tor years been
a he*ty advocate of public
parks and this is one particulaa point
he always lays particular stress upon
when submitting his annpal report
te the legislative boards the first of
each year. He thinks any city that
is it sure e.nough city, and of course
his ideas put Paducah at head of
this class, should have a park where
people can stroll for recreation
when they have several hours to
spare and nothing in partcular to
engage their attention.
The mayor has not expressed him-
self explicitly on the subject, but
may select some lady as a member
of the board, to serve along with the
gentlemen. He tried this for the
library board, putting two ladies on
it, and the innovation proves very
successful, as the ladies show they
take as much, if not more intetest,
than their male associates. This is
natural as they have more spare time
to look after the institution, while
the gentlemen have to take the spare
time after business hours.
Just as soon as the mayor sees
the new law he will make his selec-
tions.
HAS RAISED
REV. CHILES AND OTHERS SE-
CURING DONATIONS,
Rev. R. W. Chiles, of the Rescue
Mission-Interdenominational, yester-
day reported that he had received
pledges for over $1,00o to the hind
to be used in buying the building
and grounds whereon the misssion
work has been maintaining head-
quarters for eight years, on South
Third near Adams street. He has
seven contributions of Stoo each, and
a large number of Uri and $25
pledges. He is trying to get as
many of these larger pledges before
canvassing for the small donations.
The George Rock estate owns thc
property and they have offered to
sell Me. Chiles the property for Set,-
000, which is very cheap. Their de-
sire was to erect some buildings on
the ground, but rather than compel
the mission headquarters to change,
agreed to sell. The first of this
month was the time limit for the
Purchase to be made, but Mr. Chile,'
not having gotten up the fuIl amount
of the money by then, Mr. William
Ketterohn, who- helps--
 
-took after
the estate, granted.an extension until
next month, and gives that much ad-
ditional time for the negotiations t -
lie completed.
Rev. Chiles has received the hand-
some offer of $175 and expenses each
month, to go to Kansas City, 'Mo.,
and take charge of the mission work
there, while Tampa, Fla., has made
him a flattering proposition to come
and become manager for this relig-
ious work there, but he has been liv-
ivg in and around 'Paducah all his
life, built 'up the work here and feels
that he cannot afford to tear him-
self away from such pleasafit and life
. long associations. He has rejected
b4th the offers, as he does not think
they will entertain any trouble in
getting up all tl* money they want
to buy the property which will then
become permanent headquarters for
them.
He and his wife are the most earn-
est and indefatigable workers the
city ever had and if they decide to
leave it would be a great loss in the
conrtnunity and one of more serious-
ness to the mission work, for which
they have especially adapted them-
selves, and conduct so successfully.
NIN
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U. S. SUPREME COURT DECIDES
AGAINST CHICAGO STREET RAILWAY
WIPED
_NINETY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF FRANCHISE13
OUT BY DECISION—STREET RAILWAY COMPANIES HOLD
NO RIGHT TO THE STREETS THEIR FRANCHISES HAV-
ING EXPIRED—NINETY-NINE YEAR GRANT, BY LEGISLA-
TURE ONLY GOOD WHERE CITY HAS GRANTED BY OR-
DINANCE RIGHT TO USE THE STREETS.
aorm.011•1••••••—••••.••••.
A COMPLET'E VICTORY FOR crry OF 'CHICAGO
Chicago, Ill., March 13.—The
sweeping decision by the supreme
court of the United States yesterdayis a complete victory for the city of
Chicago. and clears the way for
municipal ownership of the street
railways.
The decision deprives the street
railway companies of all rights to
the use of the streets except in iso-
lated cases where existing ordinances
have ret a few years to run and in
others where the city has the option
to puchase existing lines.
The Union Traction company is
deprived of all rights in the north
division, giving the city power to as-
MUM possession of the franchises
when it so decides.
In the west division the Union
Traction company is left without
operative rights except where the or-
dinances eve the city the option ofpurchase.
The Chicago City Railway com-
pany is left without rights except
those subject to a purchase clause.
The way is cleared for the admin-
istration to seek the referendum on
the subject of "municipalising" the
street car lines.
BOOK VALUE OF FRANCHISES
Chicago City Railway. ..Sik000,000
Chicago Union Traction.. 13,000mee
Nor& Chicago City Railway
Co..
• 
..... 6,00000,o
Naetill=trgo Seet Rail-
12,000/200mad company 
Chicago Passenger Railway
company 
 1,0e0,000
Chicago West Division Rail-
way company 
 
II,000,000
What Chicago Street Rail-
-
 
road ;company 
By a 'weeping decision of. the
United States supreme court ren-
dered yesterday in the so-called nine-
ty-nine-year act litigation the web Of
legal claims and intricacies in the
local traction situation has been
swept away. With it $90,000,000 in
franchise values claimed by the street
car companies.
The decision ends the claims that
the ninety-nine-year act had the
effect of extending the term of the
ordinances and franchise grants to
the street car companies in Mel &-
urea passed prior to the passage of
the act for the same period as it did
extend the life of the corporations to
dieatreet car business in this city and
state.
While the court finds that the act
passed by the legislature February 6.
1965, known is the .ninety-nine-year
act had the effect of prolonging the
life of the street car companies until
the end of ninety-nine years, it also
announces that there was no exten-
sion of the contracts and ordinances
between the city and the companies
for any period. beyond that originally
set forth and made clear in the
measures as originally passed.
,No Rights on North Side.
The court denies the street car
company any rights in the streets onthe aorth side of the city in which
ordinance rights were secured priorto the year !Me or to the passage ofthe ninety
-nine-rear act, but the de-
cision in no way affects ordinancesgranted by the city council after thatyear and does not end the term of the
ordinances granted since April, 1886.
ordinances of the Chicago City
Railway, company and of the lineslater transferred to the Chicago West
Division Railway company_whichwerepassed on Aug. 16, 1858, gay 23,1859,
and at other tines prior to the pas-
sage of the ninety-nine year act there
are provisions with refertnce to
streets on the south and west side
making the duration of the grants forttwenty-five years and until the city
shall. 'purchase the properties from
the companies.
In all streets covered by these or-dinances with the specific purchase
clauses the street car companies may
continue to operate their lines until
such Ome as the city shall purchasethe pfoperty of the companies ih
those streets by arbitration as pre-
scribed ia those ordinances. The
streiwn which thp purchase shall
be are the exceptions to the de-
cisiont that rite rompatftes at/P'‘iritti-
out tights in the streets in which
they secured grants prior to the
passage of the flinty-nine year act.
Lhatits Township Grants,
The decision also limits all grants
from former township governments,
whether supervisors or town boards,
to tvreatteftvie years—namely fixes
them if-a period not beyond the time
set for the trunk lines to which the
street car lines through the towns
were extensions or branches.
The decree of Judge Grosscup is
'retained in all those particulars
wherein it was adverse to the street
car companies in denying their con-
tentions. The decision, however, re-
verses the rulings of Judge Geosscup
on the questions decided in line with
the argurreents of 'counsel for the
street car companies.
The ninety-nine-year act, however,
is declared to be constitutional, the
attacks upon the manner of its pas-
sage and, the various charges of the
city's lawyers notwithstanding.
Bondholders Worried.
:Holders of bonds of the North
°liege° City Railwiry company and
the Meer West Division Railway
company, which underlie the entire
Union Traction system, held con-
.(Continued on Second Page.)
WILL GIVE DEMONSTRATION
FOR RAILROAD OFFICIALS
Mr. Samuel Foreman yesterday ex-
pected to commence laying his stretch
of special rods beside the street car
company"s track near Arcadia in
order' he could test therein his in-
vention for prevention of tra.n
wrecks, but the bad weather pre-
vented. He is expecting a number
ot railroad magnates from St. Louis
and other places to come here and
witness the test, he having arranged
for this in rder to interest then
arid see if the arrangements cannot
bet made to equipt their engines with
the apparatus.
Mr. Foreoian will make his test
with street cars on the track near
the park where they will not be in-
terfered with by passing cars hand-
ling the regular traction traffic.'
Mr. Foreman% patent is quite
Silt* when once worked out, but
it took months of diligent work and
the close application of a thorough
electrical brain, like he possesses, to
get the mechanism into working or-del: to prevent the wrecks he equips
an engine with an electkical battery,
while an engine '<ming from the op-
posite direction is equipped with the
s:aile kind of battery. Alongside the
regular railroad track is an iron rod,
connected with the regular track.
This rod cothes in contact constantly
with the engine passing over the
road.' These batteries are so ar-
ranged that if one train happens to
be coming toward the other on the
same track, and both are liable to
clash into each other, the battery
electricity from each engine will
cause a gong to ring upon the other
engine and thereby warn. the engine-
er that at-ither train is tapproaching,
shalt at mile distant. In this manner
the engineers will have ample time
to sbcketr-up- to prevent a crash.
Mt. Foreman estimates that each
engine can be supplied with his ap-
paratus for about $400, which would
mean a great saving to the roads as
tl:ere occur many wrecks costing the
reads from $25,000 to $so,000 each.
Mr Foreman, after he gets his spe-
cial track laid, he will equip cars
with the apparatus and have every-
thing ready for the demgnstration he
wilt make to the 'outsiders.
MERCHANTS
WARRANTED
THEY DO MOT A'77:77.7
INSPECTOR ABOUT LI- #
CENSES.
They Claim They Do Not Have to
Pay for Certain Business, While
the Inspector Says They Do.
License Inspector George Lenhardhas commenced warranting people
who refuse to pay their city licenses,
alici he continues doing this until hehas prosecuted everybody refusing topay the sum compelled by law to dobusiness here in this city. Yesterdayhe got warrants out against Roy W.
McKinney, Fatall and company, andC. W. Ingrain.
NficKinney does a brokerage com-
mission on business and also manu-
factures vinegar at Second and Wash-ington streets. He has gotten out a
mautifacitirers license for his vinegar
factc-y. tart claims his commission
bush el is only a part of his regular
therefore refuses to pay a
broker's licecse.
Exall and company is composed of
Joe B. Exalt and 'Rabb Noble, and
they refuse to get out a commission
brokerage license, although instructed
to several times by the license in-
spector.
Ingram is a regular dairyman who
comes to this city many days each
week, selling butter and milk, but he
claims farmers coming in just a few
times to sell their milk do not have
to pay.
AU these parties will be arragned
-before Judge Sanders in the police
court, and it decided whet# they
have folly these licenses seakitioned.
Quite 4 numbs* of people have not
paid their license and Inspector
L'ehnhard intends to warrant all of
them, as they hv-e been given ample
time in which tif pay in their money,
the-law being all licenses shall be
gotten during. January, while here it
is six weeks after that date.
$20 AND THE
TRIMMINO
JUDGE DECIDED COLONEL
AND C ATM./4 SHOULD
PAY UP.
Captain Howard Over to the Grand
Jury on Charge of Suffering
Gambling
Yeste.day morning in the police
court there was disposed of the
charges against Colonel Gus. G.
Singleton and Captain Richard How-
ard, who were chargd wth engaging
in a mutual fight in the latter's room
one night last week. Neither of the
principals were in court but let
their cases go by default and were
tined $ao and costs each. Captain
kiovrard was then held to the circuit
court grand jury in $aoo bond for per-
mitting gambling in his bedroom.
He executed, bond for the warrant.
t vatnng erhcae,(i cmfwyp fwypppfw
Tom Young, T. G. CAT and James
Green were each held over to: the
coutt grand jury in the 6-onel
of $3oo each, on the charge of hold-
ing John Isbell up and robbing him
of $24 out about the Bud Quarles
saloon near .the Union depot. The
old man is a paralytic and stranger
here and. and claims the young fel-
lows got him slightly full and then
robbed him. The warrants charging
the trio of accused with being drunk
and disorderly werefiled away to be
taken up after there is finally dis-
posed or the robbery charge.
John Berry was given a continu-
ance until today of the breach of the
a'ace charge against him.
Big Allison Farm.
The H. C. Allison estate has sold
to George Allison for $to,coo the
farm down near Grahaniville that ;A
known as the "Buck" Williams farm,
v. hich was ownethby the heirs of the
late "Doe" tsllison.
Spring Chautauqua.
Mt. James A. Shaw. the Blooming-
ton, Ill., -gentleman, arrived here yes-
terday to arrange for. the chautaqua
which he will see if it cannot be
given here sometime during the com-
ing June,
IMPORTANT BILLS
Effecting Paducah Passed
at Last Session.
- 
FISCAL CO,
APPROPRIA fd'R COtLEGES
•
General Councils On Spend Money
Advertising Cosnmercial Ad-
eantages. ;
LAWRENCE BOOM LAUNCHED
FOR ADJUTANT GENERAL.
Frankfort, Ky., March 13.—The
revenue bill, which has been the bug-
tear for weeks, passed both houses
today after a conference committee
from both bodies had stricken out
the tax on rectifiers, leaving oily-
the presenClaw in effect, Which is
fifty cents on a barrel.
Both the commercial club bills • in
which Paducah is so vitally inter- i
ested passed the home tonight.s
One gives general councils the right
tc appropriate money for advertiskag
commercial advantages, the other
permitting fiscal courts to appropri-
ate money to colleges within the
county.
Head's printing bill passed the.
senate today and now goes to the
governor. Many small bills passed
both houses and kept enrolling
clerks very busy.
Representative Alverson, of Lin-
coln county, tonight presented spatt-
er Lawrence with a fine diamond
ring from the members, and L P.
Head, rapresentative*sgeseneed Chief
Clerk James E. Stash: with a wateh
as a token of esteem from the mem-
bers. He has long bees.'elerk
Henry Lawrence is being boomed
for adjutant general to succeed Percy
lialy and chances are good for his
appointment.
House and senate adjourned sinedie tonight.
Head will return to Paducah
Thursday
POLITICIANS
MR. CLEM WHITTEMORE AR-
RIVED HERE FROM FRANK-
FORT YESTERDAY.
Congressman Odilie James Will Get
Here This Evening to Attend
Committee Meeting.
Mr. Clem J. Whittemore, of
Frankfort, arrived here last evening
at 6 o'clock and will hi in Oa, city
several days. He will possibly at-
tend the meeting to bp held tomor-
row by the First District Democratic
committee for purpose of naming the
time, manner and place of selecting
a congressional candidate.
Congressman James.
This evening at o o'clock Copgresse _
"OM& Tames i7411- arrive in this
city from Marion, where he stopper'
over at home, while enroute back
from Washington, D. C., where he
has been attending the house of rep-
resentatives, of which he is a mem-
ber. He comes down to attend the
meeting that tomorrow decides on
the time and place for choosing his
successor in congress. 'He is a can-
didate and will probably be the only
one. It is probable the committee
Will call a primary, and then when
there arrives the date set, and no.
other comes 'nit against the incurn•
bent, the primary will be called in
and Mr. James declared the notninee
of the party by the committee. Sev-
eral people have been mentioned as
probable candietete&Att is almost
a certainty none iii11rp?t themselves
against Mr. James.
West Kentucky Lawmakers.
Representative L. P. Head, of this
city, and the other wesii Kentecitelawmakers are expected to reach
here and pass through today or to-
morrow en route bark to their
homes, after being at Frankfort since
the first of this year' attending the
legislature and state senate. About
ten qf them have to go through hero
on their Way home,
: • •
S
•
111•••••
ISSitiS ;MADE
,•TIME DRAWN FOR NEXT
• f
ELECTION-IN CHICAGO.
High License and Law on one Side
and Saloons on Othsr.
Chicago, Ill., March 13.—Political
party lines are to be sacrificed on
the altar of municipal reform in the
local campaign that has just begun.
In the fight for election of aldermen
to the city council the saloon license
question is the issue. The perennial
ghost of the traction question has
been frighteneels away and ward ma-
chinery has been thrown completely
out of gear.
On the new issue which is based
on the recent $1,00e lioense victory
in the city council, the opposing
voters are being lined up all over the
city. The candidates for aldermen
are being labeled in accordance
with their views on the license re-
form movement and the coming
struggle at the polls is already as-
sured to be a fight between the vot-
ers who favor the new conditions and
the champions of the liquor interesta
seeking a channel to i -peal the $1,000
ordinance.
Trumpet Call from pulpits.
Facing the fight, a call to arms was
sounded from a score of pupils Sun-
day directed at citizens who ral-
lied for the passage of the $1,000 or-
diaance. Voters -were urged to
work with all their might for the re-
election of aldermen who voted for
the ordinance in order to erevent
possible reactionary legislation and
to insure the enjoyments of the
fruits of the recent victory.
During the coming week the
church interests will be joined by the
clubs, industrial organizations and
civic societies that were active in
the struggle for the passage of the
license ordinance. All of these or-
ganizations are being aroused to the
action and are preparing to train
their guns on the liquor interests,
Which are already rallying from the
late defeat and entering upon the
greater fight with renewed vigor in
the hope of landing enough men in
the city council to bring about a re-
peal of the $t,000 ordinance.
Plan New Citizens' Movement.
Tonight a- new citizens' movement
is to be organized on the north side
where the reign of crime occurred
which started the original campaign
against the saloons and for increased
revenue with which to increase the
police force. This will be the organ-.
ization of a north side law and order
league, plans for which have been
secretly progressing for several
months. Hundreds of citizens,repre-
senting 118 churches and various
nonreligious organizations, are to as-
semble at Inas North Halsted street.
At this meeting the temporary plans
of the league will be formulated and
arrangements will be made for a
monster mass meeting to be held in
the near' limier at the Btlab Temple
theater (Flit ingss,meeting will. be
converted' into a gigantic rally for
the aldernwn who voted for the
license ordinance who are candidates
for re-election.
Liquor Interests are Busy-.
Emphasizing the real issue in the
coming campaign, the saloon and
brewery ineerests are strengthening
their lines on every hand. The Chi-
cago. Liquor Dealers' Protective As-
sociation, which led the fight on the
$1,000 ordinanc.e, is directing the of.-
ganization of clubs in every ward
where the defeat of candidates for
aldermen is desired. The brewers
are also contributing their influence
to this movement and money is be-
ing solicit 4 with which to carry on
a strong fight.
A. R. DURNAM FOR GOVERNOR
Said to Have Been Chosen by Re-
publican Leaders.
Republican leaders in Kentucky,
- who - hare sebeen---for--the---leet -few
months busily engaged in ionising for
a candidate for Governor in mos.
seem to have found the man they
want, and it is said that Judge A.
Rollins Burnam, of Richmond, is the
man they have chosen to lead them.
Acceptaible to both wings, or factions,
of the party in Kentucky, Judge
Barnum is said to be the most
probable choice of those leaders who
control all conventions, prepare all
slates and ;elect all candidates.
Personally acceptable to John W.
Yerkes, 'United States Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, and to William
0. Bradley, who is Yerkes' political
enemy, Judge Burnam is said to be
the Only man who can bring together
the scattered and conflicting forces
of Republicanism. Although there
has been much talk of who the Re-
publican candidate in tees will be,
and several men have been mentioned
it is reliably stated from the camp
of the Republicans that Judge Bur-
nam will be the nominee and that he
will accept the honor.
For Sale.
L000 Toads of dry heating and Sook
stove wood $1.25 per tvvoshoree load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Melt Sons, z33o South Third street.
U. S. SUPREME
DECIDES AGAINST
CHICAGO RAILWAYS
(Continued From First Page.)
sultations with their lawyers yester-
day to determine whether their se-
curities can be protected or whether
they are to be entirely wiped out.
There are nearly $3,000,000 of 45.4
and 4 per cent, bonds of the North
Chicago City Railway company and
$6,172,331 due to the North Chicago
Street Railway company by the
aforesaid company. The first snort-
wage bonds 'of the Chicago West
Division Railway company amount to
$4,070,000 and besides there is
$4,84998 due to the West
'Chicago Street Railway company.
The value of these hoods in view
of the wiping out of the franchise
rights by the decision of the supreme
court is now greatly impaired if not
totally wiped out.
It was announced by some of the
special traction counsel for the city
at-they would advise Mayor Dunne
,at the conference of all the city's
traction lawyers which is to be held
today to proceed without delay in
the quo warranto proceedings as
soon as the decision is filed and the
decree in the United States court is
properly drafted in accordance with
the supreme court decision.
Perfiectly Satisfied.
Culmination of his plans for a
municipal street railway system in
Chicago can be accomplished now
within a few years, Mayor Dunne be-
lieves, providing the United States
supreme court does not alter its de-
cision of yesterday should a rehear-
ing be secured. By the victory which
the city has won in the famous case
the mayor says municipalization is
possible just as soon as the city can
acquire the necessary funds through
the sale of Mueller certificates to
purchase the street railway compan-
ies properties.
Arrangements for improved; service
on the various lines pending purchase
by the city also can be made now 
the corner. of their eye at the dainty
with the traction companies, he says. li
ttle petticoats and varied colored
without impairing any of the muni- hosiery-
cipal rights. He hopes, therefore, to The butcher
s weighing on the big
scales sitting in center of the market,
right next the side door, gen out of
fix and the marketers would not tell
why it would- not weigh correctly.
They turned it over and there under-
neath was the big rat who had been
balancing himself on the under-works
of the scale which was thereby pre-
vented from working properly. Just
as they turned the scale over, out
jumped Mir. Rat, and the runlor life
started, as he could not get out
on account of the doors everywhere
being closed. 'The rodent dashed
here and there with a dozen after it
with broom* cleavers, meat saws,
knives, etc. The rat if:nil them a
merry chase though, but just as soon
as the women on market knew what
was wrong, there was surely some-
thing doing, and a little scampering
going on everywhere, accompanied
by little shrieks. All went down
after their skirts, and just sailed. One
old fat woman weighing about 300
could not run, so she just squatted
right in middle of the concrete floor,
and stayed there until the fun -was
over. She didn't intend taking the
slightest chance.
Finally after the rat was chased
for fifteen minutes, he darted back
underneath the scale that was sur-
rounded by everybody with their
weapons of war. The scale was then
again turned over and he darted out
receiving thatfatal blows
quickly put his life to an end. And
then there was a deep sigh of relief
from the ladies,
AWFUL PSORIASIS
35 YEARS
Terrible Scaly Humor in Patches
All Over the Body—Skin Cracked
and Bleeding—Rol-ling Unbear-
able—Cured by Cuticura in Thirty
Days at Cost of $4.75.
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
bring quickly to a close several of
the controversies in regard to trolley-
ization of some of the cable lines and
over the tunnels.
Few Preliminaries Needed.
The only preliminaries which still
remain necessary to complete the
plans for municipal ownership, the
mayor declared, are the confirmation
by the people at the spring election
of his $75,000,000 Mueller certificate
ordinance, a decision by the supreme
court of the United States declaring
these valid and then the sale of the
certificates to financiers.
"Wle have won three times before
the people, once in the legislature,
twice in the council and now in the
supreme court, the highest tribunal
in the United States, in our fight for
municipalization and we are going to
win again before the people this
spring," declared the mayor exult-
ingly.
'TOBACCO TRUST
(Continued From First Page.)
They also attacked the constitutional-
ity of the act of February 25, 1903,
granting immunity to witnesses in
anti-trust categ.
Justice Brown delivered the opin-
ion of the court.
tative John Wesley Gaines said; "It
everywhere should now devote their
passage. 
nf Gain: Pleased.
is a great victory for the government
the people of the whole country and
means that proceedings will be
To-
bacco Trust. The tobacco growers
efforts to their senators to urge the
the tobacco growers especially. It
brought at once to break up the 
Concerning the decision, Represen-
removing  __the
"I was afflicted with psoriasis for
thirty-five years. It was in 1:iatchea all
over my body. I used three cakes
CofuSotsPle'us 
boxestt
-
Oint-
ment, and two
betties of Oiti-
curs Evolven.t. I
bathed with the
rulgratteiPesaist a
the
res,(4avitede lash the
t se di-
rected. In
days I was completely eared, =3
think permanently, as it was about live
yeti/ no.
anee in red spota, generally a
'The peoriaais first made its
circle, leaving in thecenter seat shoat
the aim of a Mlles dollar
In A *est time the
wodld kiwi a heavy dry
&epee. To remove the •
silvery appearance and
by beiabg or using -oil to Sitlille=
the Seal would be perfectly ea% mei a
Vght diacharips of, Weedy embeWewe
would ooze out. That scaly erostwould
form again in twenty-four hours. It
was worse on my arms and limbs, al-
though it was in spots all over my
body, also on my scalp. If I let the
sealesremain too long without remov-
ing by bath or otherwise, the skin
would crack and bleed. I suffered
Intense Itching, worse at nights after
getting warm in bed, or blood warm
by exercise, when it would be almost
=bearable.
"To sum it all up, I would not go
through such another ordeal of affliction
for ty-ilve years for the 'State of
Kamm& (signed) W. M. Chidester,
Hutchinson, iCan., April 20, 1905."
sCIA dq• ••11 la4:11.• .1.71a 14 Unity .15 4. all
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nitcursion—St. Louie.
The Illinois Central R. R. will run
a special excursion to S!.. Louis, "env
ing Paducah Union depot at 8 a. in.,
March 22nd., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets w41 be
good 'returning for 3 days on regular
traits,. No baggage will be checked
on these tickets!' nor will they be
honored on sleeping (are. f. T.
6-rent tax on leaf tobacco." l
atitRiaan, agent, Paducah,
Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
SOMETHING DOING
BIG RAT GOT LOSE ON THE
MARKET FLOOR YES-
TERDAY.
Rustling Skirts, Female Shrieks and
Scampering Feet Were the Order
for Fifteen Minutes.
Yesterday morning there was sure-
ly something doing at the market
house,. where a great big full grown
tat scampered here and there every-e
where in the building trying to get
away, while many well known ladies
'and other Females were conspicuous
by grasping 'up their lingerie and
-dashing here and there to prevent
the rodent from seeking refuge be-
neath' their skirt's. It was- the most
laughable thing occurring for weeks
and a big time was furtively out of
DIVIDE PROPERTY
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT DECIDED
IN FAVOR OF PLAIN-
TIFF.
The Court Has Not Yet Rendered
Opinion in Suit of Baker Against
Mrs. Isern,an
Judge Lightfoot yesterday in the
county court rendered an opinion in
the suit of A.SHouser against C. Gil-
len and A. T. Fonville. His judg-
ment ordered the commissioner to
divide property in which both plain-
tiff and defendants are interested. It
lies in the county and they are to be
given equal shares in the property.
The defendants did not put in their
appearance to fight the litigation in-
stituted against them by, Houeer,
therefore the judge decided in favor
of the latter.
Property Sold.
IHenry Alexander has sold to
George and Race Dipple for $50%
property on Eighth near Tennessee
street. The deed was filed for rec-
ord with the county clerk yesterday.
hi. )41ibeal transferred to J. S
Jack** lot $430 property lying out
in the county.
lkot Vat Decided.
Judge Lightfoot will in a day or
two decide the suit of H. Baker
against Mrs. Mike 'semen, wherein
plaintiff claims defendant sold his
exempted property in forcing him to
pay his rent. The evidence has all
been heard, but the attorneys are still
quoting law to the judge who is wait-
ing until they get through.
One-Way Colonists,
One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los I
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
For further information apply to.
Y. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paduciih, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD,
T. A., Union Depot.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, In Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pers.. who sends one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
'colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in
dimensiont, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an unconwnon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the porta4 of fits Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is high:y or-
nate and correct in every &eel, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog•
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of these spsmdid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dotter and havisig their time marked
up a year. Reptiblic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
Remit by postOffiCe or expressl
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal 1'
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address.
SU BSC ETPTION DEP ARTMF2fr,
The Republic, St. Louis, Moo.
Spring Buying
Inducements
•
ALL SIGNS POINT TO AN EARLY SPRING, THE WEATHER
MAN SAYS THE SEASON BUT WAITS AROUND THE CORNER.
ARE YOU PREPARED? NO? THEN WE ARE PREPARED TO
HELP YOU. HERE YOU WILL FIND THE WORTHIEST OF
THE NEW SPRING THINGS, THE STAUNCHEST FABRICS, THE
SMARTEST STYLES AND THE HANDSOMEST- PATTERNS THE
WORLD CAN PRODUCE. 'TIS A GALA FAIR, AN EXPOSITION
PLANNED POR YOUR APPROVAL WILL YOU VISIT THE
STORE TOMORROW?
Fascinating Silks
Their richness of *silty Is sands.
tidesbis even to the sots-expert; this
modesty of prices will appeal to all.
to-inoh Kaikai Silk—in
styles for Dresses, per yard 40#
At $1.110 le-inch all Silks is
checks, stripes and Jaccards, in all.
the Spring Shades.
519t per yard for 19-inch Black
Taffeta, a 75c value.
Underpriced Linens
It is not so much in the smallness
of price as in the staunchness of
quality that thei rtrue value lies.
36-inch Union Linen Lawn, a 30c
value for 30*.
s6-inch all Linen Lawn, a 35c value
for 31)4i.
45-inch Putnam iit;n—sll Linen, :s
6oc value for
Sensible copes woven from de -
pentlablo isMoisisis without detract-
ing a jot from the style and beauty
good taste demands.
Ingrain Carpets, yard wide ....We.
Ingrain Carpets, all wool filling 5the.
Ingrain Carpets, all wool
Brussels Ruggs,
soma feet  
Axminster Rugs,
sox i 2 feet 
Axminster Rugs,
9x I a feet  
L• B. Ogilvie
70C
Carpet sizes,
$15.00
Carpet sizes,
$22.50
extra quality,
$27.50
Co.,
AGENTS FOR BUT TERICK PATTERNS
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
•
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
OMay' 306 Broadway Phosea:Offica 385—Itaaideace 1696
MAHIL, [FINGER & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. KV
_AO
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam: Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
_AM
 A
EDGAR W: WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
4
PADUCAH REAL. EST .4 'WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM1
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFESYMI
tN
ICENTLICKY'REAL IISTATE JOURNAL AND PIRICE LMT
FR TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
„Gs waryTEmo&c. iswthkats, ay. Subscribe For The RegisterU 
tt, COULSON,
...PLUMBINS...
Steam and Pot Water Heating.
mot, 113 529 Broadway.
a4esseesa5easa+14.44+4,4,44•4444,0 ea..4.4-s-see.a+4-4-4-Peeleaeaseeeeemem
Ii
I.
224 Broadway,
Fir stt.-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,
1 J. Bleich,
PADUCAH KY.
111
es t
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•
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4. •
•
0Osehsof or Fa Oesped
Taste the Test
UNIFORMLY good taste is the infallible sign ofwell
-brewed beer!
It demonstrates the use of the very best Barley-Malt, highest grade Bohemian Hops, special cultureYeast and thoroughly filtered Water. The besttasting beer is
Bud 47114'
King ;
It always tastes the same.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'nSt. Louis, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
B. C. Loeblein, Mgr. Anheuserausch Branch, Paducah, Ky.
at. 
—
1 tti11nittiff1====n1SURUMI SOME GEORGIA PHILOSOPHY.Baseball
It is reported that Holycross has
bought his release from Cairo and
he will probably play with Danville.
Emory Metzner, one of Manager
Wortham's finds, has been signed to
play second base on the Danville
n:ne. Metzner's home is in ;Bluffton,
Ind. This will be his first year in
professional company. He has play-
s ed on fast independent teams for sev-
eral years, and was recommended to
Manager Wortham as a promising
player —Danville Press.
nature to
warded
afternoon.
"This man Armstrong is a crack-
er," writes Berryhill. "If he don't
step along and make all the Kitty
shortstops and third basemen look
lila amateurs, Ii never pick out any
more ball players again. He is a
good sticker, speedy on the sacks,
can play third or short equally well
and has the best of habits."
Berryhill writes that he will close
contracts with three more fast men
this week.—Mattoon Star.
R. E. Armstrong of Terre Haute,
is the latest Hyphen to put his sig-
a contract which was for-
by Berryhill Thursday
John McDonald, pitcher, hails
from Springfield, Ohio. This is the
man that "Jiggs" Donahue, of the
Chicago Nationals. spoke so well of.
Thus Manager Wortham takes a
chance with him. MieDonald was
one of the best pitchers in the city
league in Springfield, 0.. besides
playing on some of the best indepen-
dent teams in Ohio. He comes so
well recommended that the Danville
Management believes he will prove
a star. If size stands for anything
MicDonald ought to be the goods.'
He is 26 years of age, weighs 43
pounds and stands six feet and one-
half inches tall—Commercial News.
••••=momple
Wk lose more time in growling at
weather than we do in chinking the
cracks in the shutters to keep it oat.
There's no use in living in the sor-
rowful country while the hills of hal-
lelnia beckon us on.
The folks that live the
the happiest, and yet it's
nature to keep reaching
plainest live
only human
after riches.
Some of us think life is a holiday
when the fact is, we hardly have
time enough to shout "Hooray!" and
be happy.—Atlanta Constitution. •
Seventy ships were completely
wrecked along ' the. German coasts
last year, and 356 were damaged.
Rats rarely can resist sunilow:r
seeds. A trap baitid with there
seeds is most effective in catching
them.
London already has 3,000 automo-
bile omnibuses plying in the streets,
and that number will soon be doub-
kd.
Wood in building is used much
more sparingly in France than in
America; hence danger from fire is
less.
The "plighting stone" was used
until quite recently in parts of Scot-
land. Troths were plighted by rasp-
ing hands through the stone. These
troths and promises were inviolate in
matters of love, business and all so-
cial etlations.
Speaking at the conclusion of the
social conference held at Benares, the
President, M. 'Justice Chandavarkar.
said that the greatest athievement of
the year in India had been the re-
marriages of widows, of which there
had been 125 in British India.
One is forced to reflect on the ab-
sence of wit and humor in przsent
day society. How rarely does one
hear of bon mots; the few that en-
liven conversation are legal. Women
rarely or ever say anything remark-
able or clever.—Lady Violet Greville,
in the London Graphic
ser
.She's the Stage Sensation of Today.
"Nothing succeeds like success,'
is an old saying, but never-the-less
a true one, and it has never been
more emphatically demonstrated
than in the case of Miss Eva Tan-
guay. it was not until about four
years ago that one knew anything
about the "Tanguay" although she
had been on the stage since she was
eleven years old, playing all over the
country with her mother, who was
also an actress, and appearing with
the smaller companies, presenting
repertoires, consisting of melodrama,
comic operas, farces, musical come-
dies, anything and everything that
the paying public demanded for their
emirsement, but all the while study-
ing and working to perfect herself
in the art she has chosen as her life
work. Gifted by hereditament with
a magnetic personaLty, a piquant
face, and well-moulded figure, to-
gether with a sympathetic vocal or-
gan that best finds its force in sing-
ing syncopated melodies, now so
popular. Miss Tanguay is today con-
sidered one of the foremost com-
ediennes on the American stage.
Perhaps the greatest amount of
distinction vouchsafed "the Tanguay"
atose from her singing the coon
song. "My Sambo" now so familiar
to all lovers of rag-time music, and
it is doubtless due to the success of
this particular rythmic ,ditty that
Miss Tanguay decided to have a
play built around it called "The Sam-
be: Girl," and it is a pleasure to re-
cord that the play is meeting with
l as much, if not more, acclaim than
'that attained by the song which in-
spired it.
Miss Tanguay and her fine sup-
poiting company will present "The
Sambo Girl" at The Kentucky next
Saturday.
Beware of the man who boasts of
his good deeds: he probably only
awaits a favorable opportunity to do
a mean one.
 
 Who will appear here on Match aa./jEaSsIs.i2e: .-2.:-.ss
The Optimist—Pay no attendee Ittknockers. They said the telephone
tiouldn't work. They said the tele-graph wouldn't work.
The Pessimist—Well?
The Optimist—And now they say the
tying machine won't work.
The Pessimist—And even a kr.ockerIs apt to be right some time.--ChicligoSon
In the Shoe Store.
"How is it," asked the visitor, "that
all your clerks nearly break their
mocks to wait on Mrs. Gotrox? Youdon't permit tipping, do you?"
"No," replied the proprietor, "it'sthis way. She has a No. 4 foot."
"Yes."
"And she's willing to take a No. 4itioe."—Chicago Sun.
Real Znjoyment.
"Yes, you can spend the day at
grandpa's; but be a good boy or yourpapa will whip you."
"I don't see how you get so much
enjoymeat out of talking to grandpa."
"I get him to tell me about the lick-in's he used to give pop."—Houston
Post.
MITIGATION.
"Which do you like best, mamma, Mo-
rt or Beethoven?"
"Why, I like Beethoven best, I think."
"I'm so glad, for I've just broken the
bust of Mozart in the parlor!"—Flie-
gende Blaetter.
Curious.
never saw a barnacle a-growing on a barn.
I never saw a star-fish with a star.
I've never seen a window ese—ree seen •
window blind;
But I never saw oarbunclesoa a car.
One Advantage.
Mrs. Donough—Aren't you dreadful-
ly put out when your congregation
goes to sleep while you are preaching?
Dr. Fourthly—Not at all, my dear
madam. I can preach the same ser-
mon again and nobody wUl know the
dIrerence, you see.—Cleveland Leader.
Natural Sequence.
Green—Did you ever hear of an im-
movable object being struck by an irre-
sistible force!
Brown—Yea
Grees—What was the result?
Brown—Both the women talked them.
selves boank...—Chicago Daily News.
Overcoming Difffeulties.
Maacagni-Brown—I tell you, Ethel, I
snot have quiet It I'm to do any work!
Mrs. Wascagni-Brown—Well, my pet,
I must cook dinner.
Malleamal-Brows—Ohl If that's the
we can soon remove that. I'll
give ap work for a few weeks!
Social Problems.
Lumber Yard Less—I seen
Weary Willie around lately.
Seven League Saunders—No; he's dis-
guised himself as a college professor an'
Write' sa one o' dent. He's goln' to write
a magazine article on der limo an' hab-
its.—Puck.
For Variety's lake.
Mrs. Oldun—Did you marry for love
or for money?
Mrs. Gagurl—Well, sometimes for
one and sometimes for the other.—
Cleveland Leader.
Of dourse.
"Did you ever ride in a horseless
Carriage?"
"Sure. Did you think I was born be-
fore baby buggies were invented?"—
Houston Post.
Discovered.
"Why is this cheese so full of
boles?"
"That's all right.. It needs all the
fresh air it can get."—Cleveland
Leader.
Observation.
Mother—Yes, Tommy, the doctor
brought the baby. •
Johnny—Well, ma, he ain't very
good at matching samples, is he ?—N,
V.85,11.
Queer Politics.
Wild—Some queer things in politica.
Ryer—For instance?
Wyld—A fellow has to set up the
liquids to make himself solld.—Judge.
Stirring Incidents.
Alice—Don't you think a cook book la
fascinating reading?
Clara—Yes, indeed. It contains. so
many stirring Incidenta—Judge.
Anet, or Instance.
Weary Willie—I see de Japs had to
take a Witt before going into battle.
Dusty Rhodes—What was it dat
man said about wail—N. Y. Sun.
Absurd.
"Don't you like to sit here and see all
of the girls in their bathing *utter_
"Who ever saw all of a girl tub' 'bath-
lug suit?"—Houston Post.
When She Loves Thin,
"Does it take Brown and his wife long
4,0 make up after they have quarreled?" , , . ' -'
"Only till his next pay-day."--Mile Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.watikee Sentitiel,_
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PADUCAH UNDERtAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. zzo
IT WAS
DISCOVERED /Ai
MY TIME AND /MS
NEVER DZEIV
EQUALLED
oriMECTINNADW
2o3-do5 S. THIRD ST..
PADUCAH, KY.
PADUCAH.
TELEPHONES Ng 3
-•••••••.•,....mmasi
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THE GLOBE BIM( & TRUST CO
Of Paducith, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1/5/5,00sai
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRI&
N. W. VAN CUL IN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety bozos in ars
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sic) per year as to miss. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
OVEDt OUR ELECTRICAL AND• MACHINE DEPARTMENT
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman BIOS., Novelty Col
PHONES 757 Incorporabd.1
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO TFIE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUZil OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
gtAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT ,6 CENTS
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY IVic PER SINGLE ROLL.,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL. ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
_
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, ioc, I5C, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL KINDS. ALL PRICES
TO SIM' THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FYFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN eORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVILABI
OR AND LOVELY AFFRING2D BORDERS To MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULbING. PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS..TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BB CONVINCED THAT WE WILL MEAT YOU RIGHT AND.
CiIVR YOU THE BIM VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
•
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Dealing With Public Corporations.
The city of Paducah may learn a
lesson from the experience of Chi-
cago in dealing with public corpora-
tions. For years the corporations
ignored the rights of the public and
were insulted if any one euestioned
their right to do as they,. pleased.
Public Officials, and individuals who
had) the independence to demand
square dee, „iaiseee ,,eleaotinceci as
knoekens, t obstacles to progresrs
cranks and 'socialists, but the courts
have vindietted the' patriotism of
those who bad the courage to meas-
ure lances with the corporate inter-
est S.
The Register is not an advocate of
litigatiOn, except where a principle
is involved or justice is denied in the
transaction. We believe every city
stands above every cotporation do-
'log business within its borders and
using the public highways to carry
on their business whether it be a
street car line, lighting company,
water company or a telephone com-
pany.
We bilieve that a public corpora-
tion can only exist and operate in
a city under such restrictions and
regulations as may be imposed by the
city and that the acts Of the city
must be in strict accord with he cep-
sitution an t statutes of the state.
In this city there ere at least four
corporations that have not COMIC
wihin the requirements, some holding
grants or so-called rights that will
not stand the- test of the courts, and
some with no rights at all. These
conditions have been toleratedi for
sometime but all it needs is for the
city or any tax payer to go into the
courts and point out the disabilities
and the contention will be sustained.
One of the most absurd proposi-
tions is the contention that of the
East Tennessee Telephope company
that claims a right to do business
in this city by virtue of a„simple resh
'Union of the earned years ago, in
fact its claim, if sustained, would
mean that it has a perpetual franchise
and is not subject to any restrictions
'whatever. But no court will for a
moment sustain such a flimsy plea; of
course its lawyers would have the
city to believe such rot, and if those
legal lights really believe it them-
selves then they have neglected their
opportunities for learning law. The
right of the city to regulate any and
all uses of the streets cannot be
quessioned, except twhere it speci-
fically waives that right, and eve,'
then it must be consistent 'with the
law and what the courts are pleased
to term public policy. There are cer-
tain rights that a city gov-rnment
cannot waive, and those are the
rights of the community for which it
merely act's in the.capacily of_trustee.
and where those rights re disregarded
the courts afford the remedy.
great legal lights overlooked their
hands. For years the city of Chicago'
contended that the corporations must
look to the city for the right to use
the streets, but the old corporation's
only laughed at it. Finally, the city
went into the courts, and the state
courts decided in favor of the city.
The companies took the case to the
supreme court of the United States
and that tribunal upholdls the city's
contention, and supposed franchises
that were valued at Soo,000,000 are
now knocked out, and instrad of
the corporations being masters of the
situation it developes that the city
of Chicago is in charge.
Those smart .Chicago lawyers who
are drawing handsome salaries from
the corporations, took' it easy and felt
safe in Their contentions and no
doubt for years bluffed the oity into
keeping out of the courts, but finally
the city did go into court and it
now looks like the stock holders and
bond holders of tliose concerns have
a lot of worthless paper on their
hands. The point The Register de-
sires to emphasize is that the public
should never take much stock in what
a corporation lawyer says. It is
part of 'his stock in trade to bluff
and b-ullioze the . public, and we
have always .thought that a city
could afford a lawsuit about as well
as a corporation.
Chicago went after the telephone
c9mpany and got the best of it. Now
it Pas best of the street railways.
If Chicago had submitted to the
Waifs of those corporations and kept
out of the courts it would have
stiffened losses way up in the mil-
lions, and placed itself at the mercy
of unscrupulous corporations. ',The
Chicago victory should be an object
lessen to oilier cities.
The Chicago Victory.
The decision of the United Stater
'aupreme court, just handed down, in
which it declares that the street rail-
way, of Chicago hold no legal right
to occupy the streets of that city is
a sweeping victory for the people and
a black eye for a number of smart
corporation lawyers who we doubt
flattered themselves that they rank
as very smart men indeed.
In 1865 the street railways, through
-a•their attorneys and lobbyists pre-
vailed on the legislature of Illinois
to pass the ninety-nine year act
which extended their corporate ex-
istence only, fot that length of time.
Under this act the street railways
thought their shrewd attorney's had
flxed it so that their franchises went
Queer Doings In America.
Queer things happen in this old
world. In fact so far as mankind
knows they do skit happen anywhere
else. For a quarter of a century con-
gress under tie • dbmination of the
republican party has foistered and
encouraged the protective tariff.
Through the operations of this
vicious system the people of this
country have not only been robbed
of the benefits of competition but
have been forced to pay' tribute to
the favored few. American" manu-
facturers beyond the dreams of the
most sanguine of twenty-five years
ago, colossal fortunes have been
amassed, the owners have pooled
their intetests and created the pow-
erful trusts that dominate the MOP
merce of America. With outsttetched
arm, they have gathered to their
embrace the people and with tighten-
ing grasp have almost crushed the
life • out of rnlany.
The people have been scurrying to
the courts for relief and the-elow and
painful' process promises some, re-
lief and the :irtay may come when
America may tie free once more.
What make the whole proceeding
so queer is that one branch of our
government rivets the fetters on
the people. and it then devolves upon
another branch of our government
to undo the %oil' as far as its powers
will permit. Rut the strangest part
of it is that the burden that is placed
upon ,the people is rolled there by the
very men whomi they elect to repre-
cent therein congress. The salva-
tion et' this country commercially
rests with the people and can only
the, obtained by repudiating thr dor-
trine'of protective tariff, the essences
of republicanism, and) accepting the
doctrine upon which democracy re-
lies, that of tariff for revenue only.
It will be a bitter fight for the bene-
ficiaries of the protective tariff have
garnered the sinews of war and today
name the men to serve in congress.
'tire --MOTIfy -questiOIT *and- OW ITO *c
in the Philippines may constitute
temporary issues between the
parties, but the only vital difference
between them; is the simple question
of the tariff, and a government by the
people or by the power centrallized
at Washington, or Wall street, New
York.
with it, but right there is where V boat for interment in that city.
SHIP WOKE'S BODY.
Remains Be Sent to Nashville, Tenn.,
On the Steamer Bottorff.
This morning there will be shipped
to Nashville, Tenn., on the steamer
H. W. Buttorg. the remains of the
negro Andy MICGree,'who worked on
that steamer and who was Monday
morning found dead in his hunk
aboard the craft, he having suddenly
died of heart trouble superinduced by
extessiv_ drinking. The 'body has
been held by Undedtakers Matti! &
Efinger. pending instructions from
the kinspeople who yesterday or-
dered the remains forvvarcied on th
GROUND
TO PIECES
ONE OF THE HOME TELE-I RACKET
PHONE LINEMEN
KILLED.
It Is Not Known Whether •Nate
Smith Deliberately Went to Death,
Or Whether It Overtook Him,
Manager Love, of the Home Tele-
phone company here, has received
word that Mr. Nate Smith, one of
their lineman, got killed Sunday at
Marion, Ky., where he was working
on the long distance force. He was
cut to pieces by a• trans.,- and the
mangled remains found by 'Akers
going down the railrsiad track. " •
Mir. Smith bad been in this ity
a nnmber of times on business ith
the company but they kept him st-
y around Mlarion and that section
helping build the long distance lines
that connect the different cities over
this and. adjoining states. He came
from Upper Sandusky, Ohio, ana-was
about twenty-eight or thirty rears
of age. He had been a pretty hard
drinker his day, but over a year since
swore off qnd abstained from indul-
gence. Finally he could not bear up
under the strain, and last week drank
a number of *nes. &outlay he left
his boarding house in Miarion and
walking out the railroad track, sat
down. It is not known for sort
whether he was accidentally killed, or
whether be threw himself underneath
the train and met death. The latter
is given more credence than anything
else.
On his body being found cut to
pieces it was placed in a coffin and
sent to his home in Upper Sandusky
for burial.
PAINT POLES
MR. BLEECKER HAVING THIS
DONE FOR HIS COMPANY.
He is Now Reducing to Writing
What Concessions He Wants
Regarding Changing Right-
of- way.
General Manager John Bieecher, of
the traction and light company, is
having all of their wooden and iron
poles over the city adorned with a
tresh coat of' green paint that greatly
traprovts the appearance of them.
The men have been at work since
the first of this week painting the
poles, and it will take /112S0 some
days yet to complete the undertak-
ing, which is only one more evidence
of the progressiveness of the genial
manager who is gradually placing
his company's properties upon the
highest standard attainable.
Mr. Bleecker is now reducing •20
writing the concessions he wants the
city to grant him if he goes in and
helps pay for part of the $28,000
bridge the municipality contemplates
constructing across Island creek at
Fourth street. He wants permission
to move some of his trackage from
streets where they now run over to
other thoroughfares he wants to cov-
er, and this has to be granted by
amending his charter, which stipu-
lates every thoroughfare • over which
the car line can run the tracks.
This bridge question has been left
by the full city boards to the public
improvement committee and board of
public works, which two latter bodies
held a meeting last week and select-
ed their committee to confer with
Bleecker. and see how inuch of
the proposed escpense his company
would bear. The board of work'
meets again this afternoon but it ;s
not thought the genial manager
of the car line will have by than his
document, showing what concessions
he wants in the right-of-way regard,
before agreeing to bear any of the
new bridge cost:
  After they__ learlt_ yLhat agree_ s
to do the public improvement coin:
mittee and board of works will re-
port back to the full bodies, recom-
mending what they think best -in rhe
premises.
STORE
WE HAVE NEVER OWNED AS CHOICE A STOCK OF
GOODS AS WE DO THIS SPRING.
• AND
HAVE NEVER KNOWN BUSINESS TO BE AS RUSHING THIS
EARLY IN THE SEASON.
WE ATTRIBUTE THIS TO HAVING. WHAT THE PEOPLE
WANT AT A FAIR PRICE.
CASH BUYING AND CASH SELLING DOES THE BUSINESS.
White Goods
WE AR ESHOWING ALL THE
GOOD THINGS IN WHITE
GOODS. OUR PRICES ARE AL-
WAYS THE LOWEST ON THE
SAME GOODS.
WE OFFER INDIA LINONS
AT me, laysc AND is THAT WE
COULDN'T BEGIN TO DUPLI-
CATE.
MERCERIZED WHITE WAIST-
INGS WITH THE NEAT FIG-
URES AT 18c, 20C, AND 2S.
THE we ONE IS THE REGU-
LAR QUARTER GOODS.
THE ss ONE IS THE REGU-
LAR 35c SELLER.
ALL SORTS OF FANCY
WHITE P. K. AT 35c A YARD,
OTHER P. K'S AT ioc. 15c ilk
AND as A YARD,
Linen Finish Suitings
WHITE LINEN FINISH SUIT-
ING CALLED "GLASGOW LIN-
EN" AT zaVac FOR THE ONE
THAT IMITATES BUTCHER
LINEN OR SHIRT WAIST LIN-
EN.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Frannisc as follows: Via New fly Or-
leans R d the Southern Routes ev-
ery Fri from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati and Louisville
via Omaha and the Scenic Route !ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.
Vile.Fl. 
W. Harlow, D. P. A., 'Louis-
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mete
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. 111..,
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. '41 ..
askiwo•
•
•
ammbewmaimili.o.•
THE FINER, LIGHTER
WEIGHT "GLASGOW LINEN"
AT roc, r24c AND .T8c.
All-Linen Linen
36-INCH SHEER LINEN CAM-
BRIC AT as
36-INCH "IRISH" LINEN AT
:SC, 33C, 39C AND UP TO 59c.
go-INCH LINEN SHEETING AT
Si on A YARD.
Arnold Batiste
ARNOLD WOOL FINISH BA-
TISTE, A FINELY FINISHED
CLOTH WITH NEAT PRINTING,
PRICE ONLY is A YARD.
NEW LOT DRESS GINGHAIIS
AT Hie A YARD.
WE ARE ANXIOUS FOR EV-
ERYONE TO INSPECT OUR OF-
FERINGS WHETHER THEY
BUY OR NOT.
YOU WILL FIND SPECIAL
VALUES IN EVERY DEPART-
MENT OF THE STORE.
WE CALL YOUR SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO OUR LOW
PRICES ON COLGATE'S TOI-
LET ARTICLES AND SOAPS.
PURCELL&MOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT InhaelldigataM11111.1111
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway: MERCHANT TAILORS.
..1.11.1.•••••••••••111...•=•••••••••••••••..m.m..
SYLVAN PATHS
PROFESSOR HARRY GILBERT'S
MOST RECENT COMPOSI-
TION.
Had Few Advance Sheets Struck Off
in Order to Protect the Piano
Piece by Copyright.
composed by Mr. Herbert' Waller-
stein of here, and which made such a
hit over the country. These com-
bined pickets in one book comprise
quite a medium for success to each
of the able young composers.
Professor Harry Gilbert has re-
ceived from the Zimmerman Publish-
ing house, of Cincinnati, several
hundred copies of his most recent
composition, a piano piece .mtitled
"By Sylvan Paths." He composed it
some weeks -since, -and- just had -sr
few of the copies stricken off in or-
der to get itseopyrighted, and there-
by prevent any other from infringing
on his rights. Later on he will have
thousand, of copies printed and the
piece placed on the market.
Professor Gilbert has just right to
feel proud, as his piece was pro-
nounced a most excellent and ad-
vanced composition by one of the
world's greatest critics, Sousa, who
was here last week at The Kentucky
with his famous band that has ap-
peared before so many crowned
heads in the Old Worrd, and whose
band is recognized as the leading
Musical organization the universe
over.
While Sousa was here Professor
Gilbert played the piece for the cele.
brated bandmaster and the latter in
no unstinted manner .praised the tat--
ented Paducahan and predicted a
most promising future for him.
s Mr. Gilbert has composed Many'
pieces ,that have been good sellers
on the market, but this is his most
recent one. On the back of "By
Sylvan Paths" is printed "Smiles"
Money to loan at 6 per cent. on
city and county property. Apply to
E. H. Puryear, attorney, 5231/2 Broad-,
way.
The Daily Register, only toe, a
week.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
3374 Coe-der, W:
O'Briensville.
2303 Esker, Frank
Tennessee.
2315 fDreyf s,„ II., Res., 625 Ken-
tucky avenue.
23spo English, Wo W., Res., Ash-
craft avenue.
1353 Gregory, 0. L., Res.,
Arcadia.
pm VINO 
THAT PLEASES
samstm=untansusumussums
r
YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
in any particular with die class
of Job Print you have been
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces sod' machinery is the
hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot talltorroducep
the desired effect. of all
work submitted for your ap-
provaL 
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St hoe 10583
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
Tie First .Aisrism Ut. li-
onise Co, TM Comm Mat
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE $
4. for Policy-holders
I Than anyother Compay in the
....World...
F., Res., 518
JILThompson
Tailor
=1$11111=1111181=1111181=
1=3=3:01111111111111111118111111111=
tOMIMUUM=1
FULL LINE OF SPRING
Like other commodities, te;ephenr•
service should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
subscribers or five times as many as
the Ind pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will lplaoe a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, " long distance facilities
w'hic'h will enable you to reach fifty
million people foin your home. Call
;too for further information.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
. COMPANY.
40C1.-
tru...4. —.11 4.1. • ' • Ant_c_tits:
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
MC_
C. MANNING SEARS, M. O.
Office 707 Meyers St.
Tell 377.
TIME S
BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR.
WORE ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUT:•
FUL JEWELRY,
J. L WANNER,
Jeweler
42813roadway-
PHONE 772-A.
PABST BLUE RIBBON -
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at L.T2
Gray', Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors,
, Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in -five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STQRE
_ 43e Brosaway. .
4The firandest Opportunity We have du,decidedto devote oduisrc continue nteti ies  r tailo our facte'y we will
close out our entire stocks at 114-116307413 South Third
Ever Offered! street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture A T COST.It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah house-
keepers to furnish rp. Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
the rush. Termt of- sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPtNYTWO STORES-114:116 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.
13 HOURS LATE
SPRINGHANGER BROKE ON
ENGINE TO TRAIN.
Conductor Kelly and Engineer Mur-
phy Were Buried Yesterday—
Civil Engineers Still Work-
ing for L. ik N.
6 1 The passenger train due in 'here
yesterday at 3.35 o'clock over 1401-
• Imois Central railroad from Gt. go%is
by way of Brookport, did not renc.h.
the OA), until 6 o'clock last evening,
beini-delayed nearly three botqj
here and Parkeir-4•
about forty miles out of hers °yet-
in Illinois.
As the train was bowling along at
that place the spring-hanger on the
engine broke and Engineer Warm--
en had to rig her up the best pbssi-
Me to get into tBrookport. Three
wheels on one side run hot and had
to be packed, so that the train could
make only about fifteen miles an
hour into Brookport from Parker.
(setting to Brookport the engine
was placed in the repair shop, and
the train brottght on over here, it
4 getting to the Union depot just as
▪ the 6:to p. m. passenger train passed
down tor Memphk from Louisville.
The Dead Buried.
Yesterday at Belleville, Ill, was
buried Engineer Murphy. who got
billed the day before at Carterville,
Ill., over on the St. Louis diviston
ta. ;Brook por t . Conductor Kelly
as interred at Carterville. It will
be remembered both were of the
train gathering up the coal cars
around Carterville, and while near
that city the engine overturned and
caught the two, crushing out their
lives, both being on the eng:ne at
the time
Corps Still Working.
Reports from Nashville are that
the corps of civil engineers are still
out making the horseback survey,
from Cairo to Nashville; for the new
.• road that is to be constructed
through that direction by the Louis•
ville and Nashville railroad which
Las gotten a new charter for this
additional branch of theirs. It will
be known as the Cairo, Mayfield and
Nashville road, and goes through the
county seat of Graves, also Murray.
and across the Tennessee river into
Nashville. The corps .has been out
now for several weeks going over
the territory to be covered by the
new tracks, which opens up more
competition in western Kentucky end
southern Illinois for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad.
SHIPWRIGHTS
DIED HERE
MR. CHAS. BARRICKMAN EX-
PIRED OF PNEUMONIA -
ATTACK.
Mr. John Henry Sulver, Another
Ship Carpenter, Died at Same
Hour, After Year's Confine-
ment
This afternoon at .2:30 o'clock the
funeral services ove rthe remains of
Mr. Charles Barrickman will be con-
ducted at the residence of his son-
in-law, Mr. F. J. Brown, of the
Arcadia vicinity. Interment follows
_aitetwards at. 
_Mt. 
_Keaton- cemetery,
The deceased was fifty-five years
• of age and a well known and esteem-
ed man of many friends iti this city,
where he had made his home for
many years. He was 'a ship carpen-
ter by trade and well thought of by
pit He made his home in Arcadia
Ind (lied Monday night after a short
illness with pneumonia.
The deceased is aurvived by the
following children: Mrs. F. J.
Ilirown, Mrs. Clarence W. Pratt,
Miss Flora Barrickman, Miss.Mary
Barrickman, Mr. Walter Barrickman
all of here, and Mr. Edward Barrick-
man, of the Indian Territory, and
Sergeant George Barrickman, of the
United States army, at Fort Riley,
Kansas.
Another Ship Carpenter. ..
Last evening at 6 o'clock another
ship carpenter of this city passes in-
to the great besiond, he being Mr.
John Henry Sulver, of 927 North
Sixth street. This deceased had
been confined for the last year with
chronic ailments of a complicated
nature.
-Mr Silver was fifty-one years of
e and ha dbeen followin hes ship
neutering trade by working At
the, different marine plants here for
sometime. He was a good, con.!
scientious and honorable man,
thought highly of by his numerons
friends here in the city.
He is survived by his wife and
two children, and was also a mem-
ber of Jersey Camp, Woodmen of
the World.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the fun-
eral services will be conducted at
the residence, Rey. B. W. Bass, of
the Tenth street Christian church,
officiating. Burial occurs at Oak
Grove cemetery, under auspices of
the Woodmen.
Mr. Long Dead.
Mr. Anthony Long, Mr. Brack
Owen and Miss- Fannie Wloolfotk are
in Russellville, Ky., where they weie
called by the death of M. John P.
Long, father of the former, who dWd A
sunddenly Sunday and was beried
yesterday there.
The deceased was a prominent man
of Russellville and married years
ago to Miss Bertie Woolfolk, daugh-
ter of Mrs. A. 0. Woolfolk of Broad-
way, near Seventh street, in this city.
Besides his son, Mr. Anthony bat
of here he left other children.
,re;
HOSPITAL
BASEMENT
CONTRACTOR LOCICWOOD
COMPLETED WORK AT
INSTITUTION. '
Contractor Walborn Lockwood has,
completed plastering and kalsortun-
ing the waUs and ceiling of the giver-
side hospital basement, and also put-
ting everything else in condition
proper for the basement .o be used as
a ward for care therein of colored
patients. Mayor Yeiser yesterday
stated that he would continue this
week call the board of hospital direc-
tors together. for the purpose of go-
ing down to the building at Fourth
and Clay streets in a body and in-
specting the work in order to see that
it has been properly done. If so. it
will be accepted, and the beds and
other furnishings installed so as to
make it as nice a ward as exists on
the first and second floor,
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that
they had nearly enough furniture and
other outfit to fully equip hia new
department, and he did not believe
much else would have to be bought
if anything. Just as soon as every-
thing is installed the colored people
will be moved down into this new
ward. 'while the first and second floor
will be devoted entirely to the white
people.
As the months go by the hospital
grows in importance as regards a
fine source of revenue for the city, as
many hundreds of dollars are reaped
every month, in' excess of expenses.
It cost about $7oo to convert the
basement into a ward for care of the
side pcople.
Woodmen Notice.
jarsey camp, Vs'ooelmen of the
World. is notified to meet at 1:3o
o'clock thill afternoon at the resi-
dence of our late brother, John
Penry Sulver, of 927 North Sixth,
for he purpose of paying our last
tribute of respect to the deceased.
All Woodmen fraternally invited to
attend. •
J. J. GALLOWAY,
Counsel Commander.
NEW OFFICERS
BY THE DIRECTORS OF MA-
SONIC AND ODD FELLOWS
" BUILDING COMPANY,
LAST NIGHT.
At the monthly meeting of the dir-
ectors of the Masonic and Odd Fel-
lows Building company last night,
the annual election of officers was
held as follows:
Jas. E. Wilhelm, president; P. J.
Beckenbach, vice-president; C. G.
Kelly, secretary; Fred Acker, treas-
tirer and Jas. E. Wilhelm, custodian
of the Fraternity building.
GREAT
INTEREST
LARGE CROWDS WILL AT-
TEND TRIAL OF HOLLANII.
KILLING CHARGE. *
•
Judge Bradburn Did Not Get Here
Laat Evening From Bowling
Green—Trial be Entered
Into.
Judge Reed returned yesterday at
noon from Benton, where he has
about wound up his business, and
gotten everything* out of the way
for the Walter Holland killing
charge that comes up there today.
He dismissed his petty jury yester-
hy until today whe nhe sees if there
is anything for them. Probabilities
are that the special venire will be
in for the Holland charge as the reg-
Liar panel is usually exhausted in
selecting the jurors to try this ac-
tion.
Judge :Bradburn, of _Bowling Green,
was due here last evening at 6
d!cl not arrive, therfore if he did not
eo to Benton by way of paris, Tenn.,
and up the N., C and St. L. he will
het here over the I. C. this morning
at 4 o'clock and go down to 'Ben-
ton on the 7 o'clock outgoing pas-
senger of the N., C. and St. L.
Coloyl John K. Hendrick. judge
William Reed, Hon. Samuel Cross-
land and the other attorneys go out
for the trial, they representing either
one side or the other.
Judge James B. Garrett, of Cadiz,
jy., did nbt get in last evening, un-
less he came in this morning at
o'clock. He is helping Colonel Hen-
drick defend Holland.
Great interest is being manifestea
in the trial and hundreds of peo-
ple will be there to witness it. The
lawyers on both sides state that thus
far as they know everything is ready
for the hearing, unless something
unexpected develops to pr?vent after
they reach Benton this morning.
Dr. Hicks' office 49 Broadway.
'Phone 432 . Residence 1627 Broad-
way. Phone tafio.
LITERARY MEETING.
Teachers Hold Monthly Gathering
Friday Afternoon—School
Brevities.
Friday the monthly literary meet-
ing of the school teachers will be
held at the Washington building on
Wiest Broadway. In order the teach.
era can all attend and nothing inter-
fere, TIVFOtitire Rilitrotd are dls
at noon Friday and the scholars gi
the afternoon as a holiday.
The athletic clubs of the high
school are preparing to order their
apparatus and outfit so as to have a
good season of sport this spring,
summer and fall.
The County public school at Mel-
her is the only one of the 53 schools
that has not closed in the rural diA-
trictg. It shuts down in a short
while.
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2.00 SHOES
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-
CURED FOR $2.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OP SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
Lender
309 Broadway, OM
Lydon,
Paducah, Ky.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
A t torn ey -at- Law ,
Room No. 3. Columbia Bulking.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer front headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
J. C. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms and 6 Register Building i
523 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of 'Mies.
Insurance, Corpgratioa and
Real Tatate Law.
Iii connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
Andy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
TZL. yja.
-......Books, Bibles and Dictionaries......
AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES UNTIL MARCH 24.
Our long deferred Book Sale is now on. If you miss the good things
we are offering you miss the chance of a lifetime to buy desirable
to buy desirable books et ,...,it and less.
BOOKS AT COST AND LESS.
Dainty little Gift Books, worth
25c, now  15C
Popular works of fiction, worth
50c, now  
  25o
Leather back and corners, Li-
brary Edition, worth 75c, now 'Sc
Padded leather edition of the
Poets, worth $1.00, now  
Gift Books in burnt leather bind-
ings, were $1.50, now 
Presidential Cook Books, some-
..thing line, worth 75c, now  
Woman's Exchange Cook Book,
worth $1.25, now  57c
Webster's Dictionary, full sheep,
indexed, worth $3.00, now  $1.65
Webster's School Dictionary,
coo° wirds vetarth $1, now 45C
Teachers' Bibles, walrus binding,
worth $1.35, now St .00
Teachers' Bibles, self
-pronounc-
ing, indexed and with all the
helps, concordance, etc., worth
2.50, now  
 $1.40
50c
90c
38t:
We offer the finest assortment of
Bibles and New Testaments in the
city, all at cut prices.
COPYRIGHT BOOKS.
"The Gambler," "Garden of Al-
lah," "House of Mirth," each $r.ie
"The Masquerader," "Millionaire
Baby," each  90c
"Little Men," "Elsie Books,"
"Mrs. Wiggs," each  ooc
"Memoris of a Baby," "Last
Word," each 
"Sir Mortimer," "Rules
Kings," each 
"St. Elmo," "Confessions of a
Wife," each 
"Gentleman from Indiana?' ..
"Prisoner of Zanda," "Rupert of
Henizeau," each 
"Geaustark," "Cattle Craney
Crow," each  
  45C
"The One Woman," "If I Were
King," each  
  asc
Prices cut on all copyright booka
and hundreds of titles to select from.
75c
of
75c
50c
50c
Remember, no more books at the above prices after our present
,k is sold out. Don't delay but come early to get
your choice.
Harbour's Book Department.
50c
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure so your
home during the long winter
evanings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one.
records.
Big selection of
Warren &Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadway
Dr. Siciney Smith
DENTIIT.
Office over Globe Bank and Trod
Co., 3o6 Broadway,
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for cough*
and colds accompanied by fever as is
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and 51. Bottles.
--13A001TS--
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phoneft Clay Ste., phone 3$.
New Factory Now Ready
too girls warned. Clean work
and wood wages. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Hcrrton Backet Co.
Harnessf$5 to $100.00
r Set.
We hay style you
want, ' 'nake
It on.
RETAIL DEPARTMENT Buggies$30.00 to $150.00
Paducah Saddlery .Company. Each
We have any style you
want, or will make
Corner Fourth and 'Jefferson Streets. Paducah, ky. it for you.
Incorporated.
11.11.41k,v1 r •  a .2, MI6 1111WIWpareimmt
UR KM Ur I' itilituda
MINERS' STRIKE SURE
Inidianapolis, Ind., March 13.—In
spite of all the peace talk originating
In the east, and in spite of Presi-
dent Roosevelt's intervention, there
will be a strike of all miners in the
bituminous mines, and probably in
the anthracite mines April 1. A
_legh natienal officer of the miners
ie authority for the foregoing state-
ment; and he added that this will
be the "hottest spring ahd summmer
that labor and capital in America
ever saw." •
Events will move swiftly next
week, and because they feel' they
lieve the American people back of
them, the miners will only re-indorse
their stand at the recently disrupted
interstate conference.
Will Start Paper.
..
The real wrangle, however, will
come when the operators meet a
sseek from yesterday. There will be,
discord in that conference. But
the real interest at present is on the
gigantic plans that the miners are
working out to use after April 1.
7the biggest surprise in that part of
the plans that became known to-
(lay is that a great daily newspaper,
to be printed in Indianapolis, and de-
livered to every member of the or-
.ganization, is contemplated.
Will Not nudge. .
It is hardly expected to make it
a paying venture, but there are those
II) the organization who feel that e
part of $2.000,000 stock fund could
be used to better advantage than to i
publish a daily union paper. ' 1
It will inform each member of the
union of the progress in the fight I
1and will be a unique method of try-
ing to win a strike.
•
-We will not budge from our posi-
tion, as true as there is a miner's
organization," said this official this
morning. "We accepted a cut three
years ago, but this time it will be
different."
SALOON M TN HELD
RESPONSIBLE
Convict's WiLe Gets Judgment of
$5.000 Against Brewers.
Topeka, Kan., March 14.—The su-
preme court rendered an opinion
holding that the person who sells
liquor is responsible for the acts of
the purchaser while under the influ-
ence of the Ii 'tor. The decision is
on t he ate, • important ever •ren-
dered by the as court, and will
add to the ha: of the illicit liquor
traffic in the state. The case was one
brought by Ruth Rineer against Ro-
sina Zibold and Emma Hiargelin in
the district court of Atchison county.
Mrs. Rineer was given judgment in
the lower court for $5,000. Her hus-
band had, while intoxicated from
beer sold him at the brewery owned
by the defendants in time, isoo, shot
and killed J. Lurchart and C. T. Oat-
home He is now serving a life sen-
tence in the penitentiary for the mur-
ders. The suit was -brought tindei-
the statute which provides that a
-e shall have a right of action in
de maims against any person who
s' 311 furnish liquor to and cause the
injury of her husband. This is the
first time the statute has been Passed
upon by the supreme court, and the
fact that it has been held valid will
lead to a number of wits under its
provisions.
0.1.1.11•0
COUPLE TO MARRY
ON TOP OF STACK
Strange and stranger things hap-
pen every day and footi3h an more
foolish deede are attempted every
day by men and women in some sec-
tion of the world. Men and women,
some for gain, others for the ro-
mance and others still for the reputa-
tion or supposed honor, take all man-
ner of risks no matter bow danger-
ous or how abiolutely lacking in
sense of personal respect. Recently
there has been built in Evansville,
Ind., a giant stack for the gas and
electric light company's plant tower-
ing 222 feet ,ve the pavement and
snaking one dizzy to stand at its base
and contemplate its towering height
'Seven couples applied for the privi-
lege of being married on the top of
this stack.
-The lucky young people are George
P. Lefers, aged 22, a fireman at the
Evansville Veneer works, and Miss
Ora 0. Williams, aged ao, a popular
young lady who lives with her wid-
owed mother. They will receive the
prize of a handsome ` bedroom suite
and a new gas range.
The young people deserved their
luck says the Courier for t ey were
the first couple to apply r he gas
office Lefers left his job A the fac-
tory and was on the spot bright and
e'arly, beating Manager McDonald to
the office As luck would have it
he and his intended bride won out
when the slips bearing the samee of
the seven couples were placed in a
hat and shaken up.
The young people were at once no-
tified of their good fortune. A car-
riage was sent for them and they
called at the gas office on Main to
carry the wedding party to the top
Rev. C. J. Armentraut, pastor of
Immanuel Presbyterian church, of
which congregation they are both
active members. Rev. Mx. Armen-
. traut will officiate at the ceremony
on top of the smokestack.
' The young people were driven to
I the court house and there a marriage!license was issued. From tifere the
trip to the studio was mad: and they
posed for their photographs.
The smokestack loomed up to a
' tremendous distance in the air when
the young people drove out to take a
view of it. Lefers took a look up
the inside of the stack and drew back
involuntarily. The trip looked a bit
hazardous. The young lady assured
him when he questioned her that she
wae not afraid in the least to make
I the ascent.
The ladder up the outside of the
stack •has not been placed in position
and the project to have an elevator
I carry the wedding party to the top
has been abandoned as unsafe.
; The six people who will be allowed
to go on top of the stack will have
to climb the ladder inside. A rope
will be dropped' from the top and tied
about each one's belt to insure
against a fall.
The wedding date has been
changed from Sunday afternoon to
Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock. The
young people insisted on being mar-
ried by their pastor and he preferred
to officiate at the wedding on Satur-
day because of other Sunday duties.
It is expected that hundreds of peo-
ple will gather at the base of the
giant pile of concrete and steel next
Saturday afternoon to witness this
unique event. A wedding supper will
be given the young couple at the
Acme following the ceremony.
ENGLISH LADY HAS
OFFERS FROM 375 MEN
• London,
old maiden
England, March
lady from Brist91, named
Susanne Fordier, whose age she her-
self admits is 83 years. has just pub-
-- fished all the letters. s-Ve-&-tiieeeived
during her life containing offers of
marriage, in connection with a recent
newspaper cOntest for an ideal love
letter.
Incidentally, the old lady wishes to
show that if she has remained single
so long it was not because of the
13.—An opportunities,
tongues would have it.
I Her letters, just published, number
:8969. and were written by 375 men.
Of these one is a general of the
army, another a commaOre, two are
colonels, thirty-three lieutenants, rim
orderlies, forty-six captains of mer-
chant vessels, four engineers, one
aeronaut, ten cliatmeurs, four coach-
men, 191 cooks and servants, forty
janitors, sixteen doctors of medicine,
eight lawyers and two missionaries
in foreign countries.
lack of as malignant
MUTINEERS WERE BLOWN
FROM CANNON'S MOUTH
London, March 13.—Reynold's
newspaper prints a dispatch from
Fessawur, India, which says that a
serious mutiny occitrred recently in
the African army. The commander-
in-chief led the revolt and a major-
ity of the soldiers joined him. The
ameer became lermed and surrround-
ed the house of the commander dur-
ing the night with trusted troops.
The commander was blown from the
mouth of a cannon in full view of
all the rebels. Twenty others of the
ringleaders of the mutiny were sim-
ilarly treated. Army officers are now
asking the questiod hew the smear
nuinaged to keep the affair froth be-
ing made public until now.
beLli UN4
Of Both the Blue and the
Gray.
MAKING ARRANGEMENTS
FOR WHEELER MEMORIAL
Gen. Bennett H. Young, -Of K
tucky Division, Orator of
the Day.
WILL BE HELD IN
ATLANTA ON MARCH 27.
Atlanta, Ga., March 13.—The re-
port made by Got Thompson H.
Jones, chairman of the committee
having in charge the arrangement for
the memorial to General Joseph .H.
Wheeler, which will be held in At-
lanta, March 27, indicated a wide-
spread and general interest in the
event in all parts of the country. The
occasion already premises to be the
raost representative, if not the larg-
est gathering of veterans from North
and South since the civil war.
The programme as planned in-
cludes among speakers Gen. Bennett
-H. Young, commander of the Ken-
tucky Division United Confederate
Veterans, as orator of the day; "Cor-
pora"' James Tanner, commander-
in
-chief of the Grand Army of the
Repulic; Gen. Stephen D. Lee, som-
mander-inechief of the United Con-
federate Veterans; Gen. Julian S.
Carr. of North Carolina, commander-
in-chief of the blue and the gray;
Major 'Charles R. Miller, of Cleve-
land, commander-in-chief of the
Spanish War Veterans; Col. Thomas
M. Owen, Montgomery, Ala., com-
mander-in-chief sons of confederat:
veterans; Gov. Joseph M. Terre! of
Georgia, and the governors of several
other states, including North Caro-
lina, Alabama, Louisiana and Florida.
Already announcements have been
received, notably from New Orleans,
that entire camps of confederate vet-
erans will attend in a body. Invita-
tions have been sent to every camp
of the four organizations named
above to send as representatives not
less than five members. Special low
railroad rates have been secured to
Atlanta for the occasion from all
points east of the Mississippi river.
CITY SAYS
"5101I1 US"
CONCERNS USING CITY MA-
TERIAL WILL HAVE TO
"COME ACROSS."
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott In-
structed to Collect the Amounts
Due.
Yesterday there was turned over
to Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
the written instructions from the
board of public works, directing him
to collect from the N., C. and St. L.
railroad, the Paducah Traction com-
peny, and the Pittsburg Coal com-
pany, for city rock and gravel these
concerns used without authority or
paying for it. The Inspector will to-
day or tomorrow call on the officials
of these respective concerns and de-
mand the money due the city.
The N., C. and St. L. railroad
owns the block of vacant ground ad-
joining the depot. at Fifth and Nor-
ton streets. Having no need for the
empty lot the railroad gave the city
permission to store on the plot ot
ground the large quantities of gravel
used from time to time on the pub-
lic thoroughfares. Finally when the
road found use for the ground it
requested the city to move the gravel
which was done, but it was found
the road had used many hundred
yards of the gravel without authority
or paying for it. The inspector is
to' collect for this and probabilities
and no trouble will getting-
pay for the gravel.
As regards the Pittsburg Coal
company, it used much of the city's
gravel at the foot of Washington
street, where the company maintains
its river front docks.
The city has kept stored at Third
and Iderrieon street, by the old gas
property, much stone which has lain
there for years in some instances.
The street car _ company needed
stone, but not knowing to whom this
belonged never eent to the trouble
to find out, but sent men down there.
had them to break the stone into
small pieces, load it on the wagons
and carry it to points where the trac-
tion line desired to use it. They, too,
will have to pay just like the balance
of the people.
Last Wednesday the board of pule:
lie works instructed the inspector to
collect , for the city material used,
on he bringing the question before
the hoard. The instructions to col-
lect were given him in writing.
FOUR DAYS SET APART TO
ROBERT BURNS, A FAM-
OUS MAN.
Friday the High School Will Open
With a Programme Teeming With
St. Patrick Ideas.
Each morning the high school at
the Washingeon- building has always
held some character of ceremony as
an opening exercise, and they have
proven not only successful and en-
tertaining but instructive as well.
The leachers and pupils have de-
cided to inauguarate a series of four
"Robert Barns" exercises the first of
which will be this morning, and the
second tomorrow morning, with ap-
propriate programmes., significant of.
the distinguished character honored
by the ceremonies. Next Friday apro-
gramme teeming with St. Patrick
Ideas will prevail, while at sonic
future date the two other Burns pro-
gramimies will be carried out.
The programmes for toaay and to-
morrow are as follows:
Wednesday.
Quartette and chorus—"Auld Lang
Syne"—jBlanche Mooney, Florence
Weaver, Inez Bell, Edna Eades.
"Burns"—A Biographical Sketch—
Elsie Hoevrischer.
Reading-&-"Hiighland Mary"—Mabel
Michell.
"Blue Bells of Scotland'—Piano.
Afery loodurant, Violin, Clark
Bondurant, Cornet, Robert Bon-
durant.
Thursday.
"Flow Gently, Sweet .. Afton"—Sex-
tette.—Louise Janes, Nellie Schwab,
Emma Mayer, Florence Weaver,
William Bell, Thomas Woolridge.
Reading—"To a Mountain Daisy"—
Cora Richardson. .
Reading--"To a Mouse"—Mrs. Kate
Stuart.
Solo—Comin' Tbro' the Rye, My
Love Is Like a Red, Red Rose —
Caroline Ham.
A BANNER DAY
MONDAY AT THE LOCAL
RECRUITING OFFICE.
Twelve Men Were Accepted and
Three Were Re-
lected.
rick , er"i riding uptown in a surface He ndoar in New York one day the other
week," said a post °Moe Inspector.
"when a mighty badlookIne aenident
occurred.
"At Forty-seoond street a. well-
dressed, middle-aged man undertook to
swing himself on board the open ear
while it was starting, just after mak-
ing the step at that corner.
"He had got one foot on the running
board, when the foot that still rested
on the wet pavement slipped. He
Nipped and fell forward on his hands.
His left leg shot beneath the wheels
of the moving car.
"The conductor, who was collecting
fares from the running board, frantic-
ally rang the bell to stop the car. Then
men in the car, including myself,
shouted hoarsely, and the women on
the car screamed as if bedlam hal
troken loose. One of the women sank
back in a dead faint, and she had to
tt carried into a drug store after the
incident was over.
"The, conductor's signal to the mo-
torman was too late. The car wasn't
brought to a stop till there was a hor-
rible grinding, Jolting, crtinching
sound. The wheels had passed over
the middle-aged man's left leg. It was
sickening.
"A hundred pedestrians rushed from
the crowded sidewalk to 4o what they
could to assist the prostrate man.
"When they got to him he was lying
downward, with hie face resting on his
hands. His hat had fallen some dis-
tance away, and his head looked gray
and venerable.
"But the •prostrate mita
lag just fit to kill!
"Ho was absolutely shrieking with
eMrriment He was glides; vent to en-
' Poetise of pure ealeinatat, m• posi-
tively shouted and bawled In the over-
plus of his tremendous mirth.
"He laughed so hard that it teemed
as if his sides most be just aching
him.
"People away up Sixth avenue heard
his happy. boisterous Mai bast sad
Came rushing along to see what was
producing all of the fun.
"'The pain of having his leg eat off
has put the poor old gentlemen off his
head,' was the sympathetic remark of
a lot of us who stood around watehIng
bun and listening to his almost vio-
lent outbreaks of mirth. 'His agony
has made him delirious, poor old chap'
became the universal verdict as the
middle-aged man's roars of laughter
grew even louder.
"But there was something Is the
quality of his laughter that pusalai
me, for all that. It sounded to me like
mighty healthy, humaa, rollicking
Laughter—laughter that was actually
proceeding from the mirliklei leldriff
of the run-over man. Te rag ears It
didn't have even a little bit of the Erne-
tome sound of the kind of laughter
that proceeds frcm those is a state of
delirium.
"There, there, old chap, easy cow—
well get you out of that Si all right'
The local 
said some of the willing h.-lcers, as
S. recruiting ,,fficel
Sergeant Noyes, who is in charge of 
:oh ye:461"dd disentotangasellnwghathtethmi":11:-Iatigt
do
had a big run of business Monday. 
man from the wheels of the car.
the office, says it was the biggest day
he has had since the office was
established. Twelve men were ac-
cepted during 'the day and three were
rejected.
Lieutenant Reed, of the t ith infan-
try, U. S. A., recruiting officer for
this district, visited the local station
Monday nigh- and enlisted the fol-
lowing:
'Nerve Lenard and Lindell Simp-
son, of New Columbia, Ill., James
Watson and Tom Wharton of Padu-
cbsaihr.acks, mio.They hare gone to Jefferson
'John Hunt, -Hal Crouch, C. C.
Dollar and J. MI. Hoagland, of Me-
tropolis, Ill.; S. A. Sulivan and Frank
Burks, of Paducah; Oscar Pearce and
William Wallis, of New Columbia,
III., -have bee % accepted and are
waiting for the lieutenant, who is
due here next week.
U.
CITY STREET CARS
FOR POPULAR VOTE.
Nebraska Capital Also Thinking
About Municipal Light-
ing Plant. • I
Lincoln, Neb., March 14.—The
question of municipal ownership of
the street railway system of Lincoln
will be put to a vote of the' people
That was the unanimous decision of
the Commercial Club to whom had
been referred the matter by a mass
meeting of citizens. Agitation for
municipal ownership has been the
Anitgrowth of the seeming inability
of the city to satisfy a tirilien held
against the street railway company
If. after the people have declared
for municipal ownership, it is found
inadvisable to acquire the present
system, it was recommended that the
city build. and equip a new plant,
paralleling existing lines. It was re-
solved also to add to the municipal
lighting plant so as to make commer-
cial lighting possible.
For Sale or Charter.
Sternwheel steamboat, regletered
tons, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last summer, past first in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is 97x274-
.s4%feet; engines 10,054 feet, a boil-
ers 38 inches diameterxee feet, allow-
ed tse pounds, draws 22 inches light.
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Helena, Ark.
Some people imagine that cunning
and wisdom are synonymous, br,c
cunning is as plentiful as wisdom is
scarce.
was laugh-
"'Thank.. boys,' he replied, to their
amazement, In a tone of perfect na-
6ereeandine. 'But, say.' he went on.
'It's so blamed funny!' and he went
Into another paroxysm of laughter
—The helpers looked at one another
w Rh rayed/led countenances.
"'Why, that man's not hysterical
nem bag-house, either,' said one 01
them. 'Say, old friend,' he continued
addressing the still prostrate man
'what's an this that's so infernally
funny, hey? Teo might as well let
us all in on it. key?'
"The man who was lying face down-
ward on the wet pavement, with his
leg still under the car wheel, re-
etsidaed his mirth with great ciliation,
Wag enough to gasp:
"Why, dang It all, boys, can't ye-.
see that the leg that's been run oven
Is a woo-woo-wooden leg!' and than
he howled joyously once again.
"The winless helpers looked as II
they'd gone up against • sad sort of a
sell, but the prostrate man's laughtei
was perfectly infectious, and the)
4oined in It.
"Then they managed to pull hire
from beneath the car, when they sag
that, sure enough, the crushed leg vriu
of the ',mooned ash variety.
"They put the good-humored mitt.
dle-aged man into a cab and sent hire
along to the home address he gave. He
waved his hand merrily at them out oi
the cab window before starting lot
home.
"'Well, boys,' he called out. 'I mayn't
have beat the devil around the stumt
this time, but I'll be hanged if 1
haven't beat him with ItI"
"Whereupon the big banal broke
into a spontaneous cheer for the old
toy's gameness. and the car went
&head about its business."—Washing-
ton Star.
Mortality.
"you seem to have a pretty large
cemetery here, my friend."
"Will, yeah."
"What causes most of the deaths, If
I may ask?"
"Will, liver complaint, mostly." -
"Not"
"Yeah. A feller with a white liver
ain't noway,' likely to last long In this
gulch, straager."—Puck.
Precocious Wit.
Little Gladys—Auntie, dear, do all
the people who die and go be the bed 7. B. harrison,
cihtee camp out?
Aunt—Why, no, child. Why do you
ask? Attorney-at-Law.
Little Gladys—Well, our Sunday
school teacher told us to-day that the P•mta 13 and 14 Columbia atifidige
heat was in ten S. --.:u.:gas Old Phone tog.
1
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build-
ing. ga3 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both phones as.
DR. R. E. IlEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
0, D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent
eor Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 491 Red; New Phone Se.
Paducah. [Unlucky.
DR. ROST. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 333
Office hours II to zo L m., I be II
p. m. and 7 to g p. m.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAR AND SICKLY TO FRS
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALK AT ALL DRUG
STORM
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
WM prudes In all courts di Kea
tilekr
DR. W. C. ZUBANKL
(Homeopathist-)
Moe, sod Broadway—Phone 11111
Residence. dig Broadway.
Pitons
J. C. Flournoy Cog&Reed
FLOURNOY & REED .
LA W YERs)
Balm so, St Sad is,, Columbia Mg
PADUCAH KT.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Mies with Dr.. Rivers & Rivers. ass
Nowt hIrlith. Both Phone sss.
Residence too Clay, Old now Ass
EXCURSION
Ilt. Lamle and Taeinsasss River P.
St company—the cheapest and bull
excurMan out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Roosl
trip to leosessee, river
aid robins.
It is a trip of pioneers. eamlurs
and rest; good service. g
goes, rooms, etc.. Boats .e each
Wednesday and Saturday 3 p.
Fee other information apply to Jae.
Roger. superintendent; Frank L.
Brewn, agent.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
5t,oN2es ekt2cl
FzUrti7itt1re.
Bur anythiag and eeii everything'
218-220 Court street. Old phone zszt
Clem Frausioli,
Moving wagon in connectioa.
IIMINNINI.M.4.01111111.111, 
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and e.
Columbia Building.
Phone too—Red.
CITY ATTORNEY
•
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IOW/
1
ed 'THE COMItG YEAR.
WHAT "OLD HOORN," THE
PROPHET, SAYS OF 1906.
awaits of Importanse In Natio& and
, State Are Foretold by This
I — 
Genius of World-Wide
rams.
410.11m•m••••
It is a thOttefand pities that some
effort has not been made to secure for
the state the services GI "Old Moore,"
4 that (maim of almanac fame who,
for over 200 years, has kept the world
well informed of the good and bad
things to come, mays a London pager.
U our statesmen could only be made
So realize the true value of his sere-
Goss they would surely lose no time
In installing him somewhere in the
region of Whitehall With the regal
splendor Of a permansat °Metal, and
It he *mild oblige tiF WattildiaS
see ‘thls,p Is the future the peal
waists, Might do Mess than Wept
We *ads to parlfaasseitery procedure.
Femoisample. CIIWore tells us
tier:jallituary "XL 'VIM the bled-
we'shell heeff eemss mews
WM* doe a AMU •mlet °teed, excite
aseat.la the bevy.' Ilia* will be the
• DollIrtil Mean the Palk
dle;bist we shall soma leant that Gs+
May Is at the bottom of all this tea
=I agitati oa os the part of Great" Sem, if all Ws mute'wkia
gored labe the pal of Kr. Stip
tour instead coinsursa
'knowledge, see W
It that were la-
erased
There SVUitthI wadi&
Mons for the initial month of 1206,
but let os see telisit-1Priittreary has in
Sore for as. "Lobilleils likely to he
leartled shoat the sad of the month
by the news that a great number of
einerehlets have arrived from all parts
of the continent" How much better
M Scotland Yard were put is posses-
sion Of this piece of news exclusively
by Old Moore, the permanent secre-
tary of coming ervoits.
4 ''There is likely to oe considerable
g agitation now by the clea.cs of his
majesty's post office. • • • Old Moore
is pleased to predict better pay sad
fewer hours of continuous labor." This
Is the prediction for Matech—a fore-
cast that will doubtless interest Lord
Stanley, the postmaster general sad
his staff of "bloodsuckers/ and black-
mailers," as he Is pleased fo call them.
Surely it would have been better had
the agreeable news of more pay and
fewer hours come from Al.. lordship.
In March there is, we observe, going
So be more fees over Marooeo. Will
Mr. Balfour please note?
But ea we progress we realise how
valuable an asset Old Moore would be
,* to powers other than ourselves. Per-
haps, after all, a few powers would
be well advised in combining to se-
cure or "corner" his predictions. For
tnistance. our American coming will
lave troubie with their bluejacketa
who will, in April, desert in large
numbers. It would be wise, of course,
•
So send the fleet to pea, so that the
men would have a good swim for
liberty.
It might be thought that we have
made out a sufficiently strong case for
the state's engagement of Old Moore.
but, lest there should be any doubt,
we will quote a few more 11106 predic-
tion., so as to strengthen the argu-
ment put forward.
In May there Is to be yet another
great religious revival, and many peo-
ple will go to jell rather than meekly
to submit to paying Increased rates
(so that our prista accommodation
ought to be enlarged). In June our
old and tried friend, the horse, will
have realized that he is no match
for be motor car, and will peacefully
retire from the streets; and turf. Book-
ies should make a mental note of this!
Startling news will corns from Hug-
el& in August, 'and the following
month a heavy war cloud will hang
over the whole of Europe, Great Brit-
ain In particular.
Deer's Strange Necklace.
"Strange accidents will sometimes
happen to deer," writes a Scotch hunt-
er. "A bind in Caithness came to some
crofter's hut near the forest and was
poking about to see if there was any-
thing she could pick up, when she found
an old tin pail lying in some oat-of-the-
way corner. In went her nose and down
care the handle behind licr ears. Then,
somehow, the whole pall slipped down
her neck and there she was, caught.
She was seen several times with her
strange necklace, which prevented her
from drinking or feeding properly. The
clatter when she got under way was
tremendous and the other deer were
frightened for miles. Several unsuc-
cessful attempts were made on her life,
but I never heard the sequel. Anyhow,
she must have died soon from nervous
prostration coupled with the shock, or
from some ladylike disclaim, of that sort."
'AS IT REALLY L3.1
• The tall, slim, cadaverous-looking
;Man with the hectic flush and the slight
cough, the long hair ana the black, and
_somewhat seedy clothing, walked bon-
ttatingly into the managing editor's sane-
ituen
' The humorous sheets call it "meta
tam." anyhow, and they ought to know.
As • stn44ht matter at fact, however,
the amaaglid SItor's den Is usually
room exposed to all the winds of heaven,
we to speak, to which all hands, for. and
see, resort when they've so other plasm
:to am, sad wherein they sit upon the
;edge of the maileglog editor's Yak,
,Witeg he's trying to arranges mairee-up
asigan and breathe their hot ltreatti
Mahal, gad toll WM the WOUblivi.
=11liadilassue -stlitlee et Mar Ma.
Vsaaaging waist ioaksil-
OM. at the appedUea Ste eadamesei-
"aeldas stab ft is true that seitallgind
NOWss gee lavastaadi giwtearild Via
10.1111;ardWie eigeel$0:0111114Migion
=tor haffisigINISPOuw:11,paste peed diditlisellibe
Sat U
*OW how aftaftwksdabl7
se leas "lithe bids aim aar-
irpis aggieglag eater Woe IS with
a eetwilesaa mile. The isaa with the
sfie7=11"thrthevill=baer.gb'azwb•}1;
•mseassmIlliat atesbrtpoebst
breedigihuabled seat ssh peadeeed
• foll.ailmiimmettpt. •
'I • IMO WM* W. Illefilimmisp be
Nald, la • aepaldwal *Me, we goein MP=
eintuata "Ada 1 Leg lam WIWI:aft to
your ceadderatina.-
The amaafriat editor—
Jam watt a minute.
U the writer it this absolutely were-
clone story wee* to yield to the tempta-
tion to depart from the fact*, and to
follow In the beaten path of the profes-
sional laugh-provokers, he would, in
order to attempt to make a little kit
for himself go on to narrate--
How the managing editor's face sud-
denly assumed an expression of the most
appalling ferocity.
How, thrusting forth his foot, the
managing editor stepped upon a spring
which hurled the cadaverous-looking
poet out of the door and down the els-
Minor shaft, with much low-comedy
breelting of glass and other "business"
el that description.
Or he would exhibit the frenzied man-
aging editor in the act of leaping over
his desk and grabbing bold of the man
with the sepulchral voice, pounding his
unfortunate head against the wall with
Mefficient form to make large indents-
lions therein, and Saally hurling him to
ghe floor and stamping upon him with
hob-nailed brogans.
Or he would show the managing editor
la the act of summoning four huge ix.
oven of pianos, who would PromPur
proceed to cave in each and every slat
in the frame of the wretched victim of
the poetic fever.
Or, finally, he would canoe words at
Ike most galling, shriveling sarcasm to
Issue from the curled lips of the man-
aging editor anent all imbeciles it ama-
teur poets, the effect it which would be
to cause the cadaverous-looking verse-
soaker to make for the nearest stairway
M a lope.
But the writer is not yielding's) any
temptations whatsoverer. He is en-
gaged in tke prosaic work of setting
down the facts of occurrences just as
they come off in real, everyday life, and
met as they occur in the pages of the
ameasafully funny sheets that are ax-
aided from the color presses.
Therefore—
,- 
"At," observed the managing editor
Ile the cadaverous-looking men, cordial-
ly motioning him to a seat. 'That's
good. We've been a Utile sty on sea-
'enable verse lately, and I'm glad that
'you've got something for us."
The cadaverous-looking man, who
happened to be not only a producer of
Aslant and elegant verse, but a well-
known operator in real estate, and
worth $47;000 at the ter,' lowest esti-
liaaie, and a man who stood extremely
well with everybody connected with the
aewspaper, upstairs and down—the ca-
daverous-lookin man sat down,
coughed slightly in the bowl of his lat,
and twiddled his thumbs in an easy sort
of way. "Um," murmured the manag-
ing editor, as he ran over the manuscript
of the poem on autumn. "some tender
end touching sentiment in this, I per-
seive—Inournful breeze and swirling
Isaves'—'russet brown through all the
lown'—'oold gray skies and autumn
idgha'—'the Luit sweet rose and the gar-
len hoes'—um!—charming We'll just
:Mut this Is large daub's opium* form la
Wept type, on the first page of the sup-
plement section, Mr. Saagrhyme, and
I'm mighty glad you brought It alone to
as—we were in need of just that feature
, et this time. By the way, how is that
, tittle deal of yours in 'Month street
extended making out? Getting money
bunches, eh? Ah, a clever little lot-
selling scheme. that, Mr. Snagrhyme—
fohY move from the beginning!
Then the cadaverous-looking manTried to Bribe Him. srlled a slow, crafty smile, asked the
"The first box of cigars I ever re- ethaogina editor it he could spare a ooto
ceived was in ['curious way," recently pie of minute' to run down to the street
remarked Capt. 
 
Thomas Fl&hive• "It Jewel to see if they couldn't find some-
was when I walked a beat, iTd that was thing moist someweere or another, and,4 some time age, so there's no use in men- upon the managlta editor courteouslyI tioning names. It was about 11 o'clock declining upon the ground of pressure
on is fine night, and I was in a nice real- of work, took his departure.
1
nee district on the West side. The above is the way the occurrence
"Ali of a sudden a man came rushing Occurred.
t of a fine house with a box of cigars) The narrative may not—in fact, it doeshis hinds. 1 aot—conform to the rules and regale-
" 'Do you hear that singing?' he di- tiona set up by the tunny persons of the
ended, pointing next door. 'Do you sebthyosaurian age and strictly adhered
ear that?' to by the vent majority of professional
"'I certainly do,' I replied, for, sure, mink individual; ever since,
was the loudest I ever heard. But that can't be helped.—Wassing-
" 'Officer,' said the milo 'these are ein Star.
rfectos. I'll give you the box If you'll 1
Irush In that house and ask who's being Mean Thing. i
murdered.' "—Kansas City. Independ• ' Mrs. Neyle--My husband has soma
I •
pelage laid aside for a rainy day.
Doyle—I'll bet It is my
IN. THE. FIRST OPEN OAR.
True Tale of an Everyday Incident
Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishings.
The girl sat in the last seat of the
first open car of the season, looking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fast leaving beidael them.
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
though that word Ii rerhaps more cor-
rectly applied to a; 1, es nearer the
feet. But a purse, o handkerchief,
letter and rove. xi small porosis do
impede one's progress, especially 11
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's long, much beruMed skirts, re.
lathe the Chicago Reeord-lierald.
for parasol—the first of the gement
too—she placed beside her. She must
have been thinking deep thoughts, for
It was with a start that she Ornate!
the caniugtor to stop the car—a staid
that showed elto had almost forgottet
her delitillation.
She .austfta eh/
started. 
_Them•
toge: tit
bmAst 
urdet4106fintfidr Wm al-
tractlek• sat ts.
ataa alba had sat beside her that ás
hall-Miseass eenlething betides tit
deatlaigke.
linens itimas who ellgagheillitillg
Is ea, hat had eseiN"stirse
held .aloft he ipapasiaL
vistemsealy, stottonlag.klaiithglIblew
to her. It was all dosagidildy, det,
the ear, plUbas ea time was mortis/
1414411y, P.421113•110ff *wily from hen
The ewe between It asu her was voa'
vanity, jaereesdata. '
The taut healtalied. It was such
pretty pareaol. Such miles of elat-
ing.
She was ledlawIng the car at a little
clog trot, but It was leaving her fin
behind. It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol .at the
conductor. The ear stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to the coo
nem, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
back to the car.
The girl waved her hand in ',Weill'
recognition. He waved his in—renun-
ciation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
some young negro stooped to pick it
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
But he was not a fairy primes—they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden hair. At the man who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, Is a true story
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after. Perhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
writing for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfara
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How au American Woman Put
Through a Five-Hillion-Dol
lax Deal.
The story of an interview that once
took place between Mrs. Reader ani
the sultan of Johore, India, Is thus re-
lated by Juliet Wilber Tompkins in
Everybody's:
"She named her conditions; the
right to issue 86.000.000 worth of six
rer cent. bonds; 120.000 acres alien]
extending along the 120 miles to
track; tin mines—but here royalty de-
murred a kttle; he thought he would
keep all the tin mines. For the first
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning and
set aside for a moment the urgent
Lusiness-full enthusiasm of the pro-
moter for the display of the human
girl who sees her pet project in dan-
ger of failure.
—But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued. 'and we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mines
From an oriental point of view tilt
experience was perhaps cheap at the
price. He cascaded the 115,000,00s'
worth of bonds, the 120,000 acres of
!and. At the end of their three hours'
talk Ella Rawls had in her posseseeon
a 15,000.000 contract to build a rail-
road moons the state of Johore, and its
ruler bad secured on fair terms r.
means to wealth and civilization, the
need of which could no longer be ig-
nored. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, when the con-
tract was ripe for giving; she hai
shown herself clear-headed and reso
lute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statements; she had de-
manded much, knowing the value ol
what she gays, but there had becnolo
sign of sharpness, of trying to steal an
advantage. No doubt to one aeons
tomed to be approached by indirect
methods, by gifts and flatteries, there
was a wholesome convincingness in
this novel experience, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly."
Impressive Sermon.
Wife (returning from church to her
husband, who had stayed at home)—
You should have heard Dr. Doe's ser
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when, anything has made sueh
o profound hooriasion on me. I thinl,
it will make a better woman of me
long as I live.
Husband—Did you walk home?
Wife-0, no; I took a car, and, dr
you know, John. the conductor nevi
caked me for my fare, and so I Raven
a nickel. Wasn't I lucky?—Strio
Stories.
The Truth.
The Editor—What have you' writtee
about the oleath of that bright young
Jenkins?
The Irish Reporter—Something nate
sir, windin' up with these words: "IL
,11Nrisee brilliant future behind him.'
—
AWAKENED BY THE KAISER Nosethig.
"Didn't Bragley speak at the =Al-tair,
"Yes, and be gave • good account of
himself."
"Why, I heard he was very tire-
"Of course. What else would you ex-
pect an account of himself to be?"—
Philadelphia Press.
On Second Thought
"So you have decided not to apply your
millions to the establishment of libre
riesr'
"Tea" answered Mr. Deetin Stu;
"the chances are t2Wt if I did &lot of peo-
ple would go to them and read books
about the danger of ooacentrated
wealth."—Washington Star.
Emperor William's Descent D'ossa a
Subject Whose Nearing
Was Poor.
During the last maneuvers of the
German army the kaiser rose one
morning at daybreak in order to get
a easiest impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, followed by his en-
tire staff, he made for a distant bill
that oemmanded an extensive view, re-
lates the London Chronicle. Thera
was fe village on the hill, sad the cat.
taring of the horses' hoofs on the cob-
bles brought most of the inhabitants
So their windows. The one person
who inept through the din was a deal
old chemist, whose flat-roofed rest-
&lice was perched right on the sum.
alt The roof was the very place for
the emperor. So he called a halt, and
of his Mai Was sent to claim ad-
(1101allos.— The- Ofileer iteocked and
:4114a-Itil- *OW- -161-the third am'
efelight, beeseeeweetege Josere:buird
geassallog the roam Wild .the
 make of
.god told Chinaist hisenanded: 'Willa silly
faSieltditat?" The staff !Detained tie
litisipiesi, for the. vameror had heard.
:without shwas awy alga of all-
bis,malestp ,attered the was
ll'Ultelsel" "Wilhelm who"
flee eheinlet. 'Wilhelm vas
1" thundaped the ealliar-
ebK, covered
Piaa the dolt
ttaentaa
- bet the elePer0
Eargest him withost Ores [WWIleek Vet1S0 lasi was leaving, its WU& IWO man to lb
berate head endislitese Is his head
SIM ilitgest coin *Web bears the Int-
WWI iliteness. "There?" he said,
"adept this portrait of a silly fool!"
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
Ma Who Are Selected to Do the
Shooting Are Bare or Less
Affected.
Mnemonics.
"How is the new memory system you
ire studying?"
1 'IV* like. ell tne rest," said the manWho attozgles to improve his mind."It goes on the theory that it is sailor to
remember a. whole lot of Wags you are
I sot taterested hi than one that yon are."I 
—Wasiiinntott Star.
The ceremony of disposing of a con-
demned spy in the English army always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New .York Herald. The unfortunate
Man is surrounded by a detachment of
Infantry, and, after he is provided with
a pick and shovel, he is marched off to
a selected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This don*, the tools are
taken from him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads ,
portions selected from the burial serv-
ice and from the ranks of the escort 12
men are selected at random by the of-
ficer in charge. These men, having
stacked their own riles, are led to where
12 other rifles are awaiting them, six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges.
One of these is handed to each man, so
that no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a bullet or not and none
can say for certain that the shot tired by
him killed the prisoner. The Bring par-
ty then marches to an appointed posi-
tion. The commands "Present!"
"Fire!" are given and almost before
the last word rings out the volley is
fired and the spy falls into the grave
he has dug. Nearly every man is more
o- less effected on being selected to
form one of the firing party and many
Men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so
overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles.
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
AM Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
But His Services Are
Invaluable.
Some idea of the "general utility"
services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
made by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
the Russian army, as reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little, war correspondent in
the tar east in his article " 'Loafin'
Round' with the Engineers" ha the
Technical World Magazine.
"We have not done the things which
bring to one the St. George cross or even
the Stanislaus and puts our names in
the paper and brings the message from
his majesty," said the little captain, as
he came back to me black with powder.
"We have not charged the enemy or
captured many guns or saved the posi-
tion. We have but made a road over the
mountain. That is all. Yet five men,
they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet still, it was
not the child's play, and some day when
the grand battle It is raging, and they,
the Japanese, are pressing hard down
that valley over there, and it is wanted
to save the day that many troops and
Many guns be pushed to that position
over there at the head of the valley, then
this road we have builded will save the
day because it is the straight line and
will be wide and smooth. What say you.
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution in India.
Within a few weeks a son of Keshub
Chneder Sen, the famous organizer of
the Brehm° Somsj of India, has mar-
ried the widowed daughter of a rajah.
That is an extraordinary rebellion
against an ancient rule In India, and
the beginning of a domestic revolution
which has the support of many ad-
vanced ilindoort who do not themselves
dare to more than speak in its favor,
One on the Poet
Mice Boy—There are two men out
there, sir, who want to see you; one
of them is a poet and the other a deaf
man.
Editor—Well, go odt and tell the
poet thet the deaf man is the editor.—
Tit-Bits.
Where NW Advantage Ley,
1Nrst Man—How do you do?
Second Man—Beg pardon, but
have the advantage of me.
First Man—Yes, I guess I have.
Were engaged to the same girl. hut
InarrleJ iser.—Yi:fsburg
you
We
you
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Prehistoric Beast—No, I'm not going
to eat you up, but the next time you cat-
alogue me with the dinosaurs, I Dee
your flnish.—N. Y. Sun.
They Are.
All kinds of wind. and weather
And dark and shiny days
Are jumnled up together
And '..are and blossomed ways
Are stretched out for our knowing
But skies are always blue
Tar him who sings a-going
And hollers: "Whoop-de--door
—Houston Post.
Not Exactly.
Stranger (in Outsomehurst)—I am
trying to find the railway station. Is
this the way?
Resident—Not if you want to get
there in time for the only train that
stops. You'll have walk a good
deal faster than that.—Chicaoo Trib-
une.
Her Unseemly Perversity.
Mrs. Hunks—I wish you wouldn't be
so positive. There are two sides to
every question.
Old Hunks (with a roar)—Well,
that's no reason why you should al-
ways be on the wrong side!--Chicago
Tribune. ,
Inconsistency.
The Maid—They're always talking
about making football a more open
game, and yet—
The Man—Yes?
The Maid—And yet they
having those horrid secret
Puck.
keep oft
signals
Irneonseiciturness.
"She's the must unconscious girl I
ever saw.''
"Well, why shouldn't she be? She's
pretty and knows it; she's clever and
knows it, and she's good and knows it
What has she to be conscious of?"—
Puck.
ANNOUNUMMIS
Minis Conics:II R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
road for reaching the Winter TOUT
ist re.sorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gull
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship soiling' from New
Qrkans for Mexico, Central Amen
ca, Panama, West Indies stud Europe
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
8. 8, Prince Arthur
1 leaving New Orleans every Wednes-day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving atHarass at sundae Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacicsonvolie
south to New Orleans. The best
wia Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Boarding House Wit
"We raised Ned last night." boasted
the would-be-devilish boarder, "and
the night before we raised Cain."
"You believe in a diversification of
crops, eh?" observed the humorous
boarder, with a loud guffaw.—Chicago
Sun.
An Mmpty Assurance.
"Mike." said Plodding Pete, "did ye*
hear dat stump speaker say de world
owes us a evils'?"
"Yes. But dere', no harder job on
earth dan colleetIn' bad debte."—wooh-
tuition Post.
The Truth.
She—Some may you married me for
my money, and some say you married
me for my looks! now tell me truth-
fully, what die you marry me for?
rte—rn be Wee if I MVO—Yonkers
Statesman.
A Tight Squeeze.
Madge—And did he break the ice last
night?
Maud—Break the ice? Why. I thought
at one time that he was going to break
every one of my ribs!-- Yonkers states-
man .
Not Sure.
"Did you ever contribute to a cam•
Deign fund?"
"Not consciously, but I - have paid
premiums on a life insurance policy."
--Washington Star. 
•
No Contribution.
Bill—Did Phil contribute to the even-
ing's entertainment?
Jill—No, he went in on a free pass.—
You kers Statesman.
Marked.
O'Plnion—Young Mannerly is a
mark.
Maude's Father—Yes; I toed it lest
night.—Judge.
The Distinction.
Knicker—Whal's the difference be
tween golf and shinny?
Bother—Your olothes.—N. T. n,
FINE TKAINs
TO,
Florida.
via'
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
11••••••••1•••
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. in. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. in. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 .p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
vine to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. in,
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, obsoroation car. etc.
Dieing car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man slever leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Wmter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land at
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country'
and returning 'via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.Route, Cincinnati, 0.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Jourital to Take Nine.teen 
-Ming Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The' Courier
-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that erlipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted inthis section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
diay the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-,
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier
-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Inliana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour, The nine-
teenth yr,ung woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select thy
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $ts,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary exprtses. . There may
be a young worn from this section
who is a candidate for this, tour.
Write the Conrier-JoUrnal,
Ky. F a list of candidates and fun
the tour.
o,
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PROMPT DELIVERY.
AL Lump 13c Bushel
  Natex. 12c Bushel.
Both Telephones254.
_
Foot of
0iii0 .
Street. .est Kentucky Coal- Co.i.
A Pleasant d
Effective are
For Coughs
and Colds is
Fehrrnizy
Horehound
Drops
in 5-cent bags at
.11THERSON
Drug Store.
LOCAL NEWS
Mr*,and Mrs. 'Richard Geagen, Jr.,
are 4teeparentsr. of a new girl baby,
born_ in their suit Of rooms at the
New Richrhond hotel
The I. t. pis+ car will arrive Fri-
day WO off the men.
Rouse, the well known
niglkg-.Aeletchman, of the Langstaff-
Ornf: ' •. has a new bouncing girl
10
leogi
s home in Littleville.
Jake Smith, the 87 year old negro
erelnitt-inVn t all, died of old ait,.
at ill u Seventh. .
ken County Medical
society wilt. Meet- this evening with
Drs. H.- F. Sights and Vernon Blythe
in their suite of offices at the Fra-
ternityMbihiag..
INLSONALS
• 4 J. Itflollingshead, of Chicago,
arresd in the ,:ity yesterday morning.
er,W Caf4well Burnes, business man-
r for Richard Carle, in "The
clieleakioe..'  arrived her yester-
fe! "r 4
Mt. Will Linn, of Murray, arrived
tere last evening wild is at the Pal-
TEMPLAR
GATHERING
ORDERS ,WERE CONFERRED
UPON1 EIGHT POSTULANTS
Large Crowd Attended the eiood-
men of tier. World Dance Last
Evening-Eagles' Ministrels,
Tonight.
Yesterday eeernon and until late
last night the Knights Templar corn-
niandery of tais city conducted a
meeting in tle. Fraternity building
ledge room. le1. -.e orders were confer-
red tipbil !eight postulants, the Work
being started in the afternoon and
continuing until 6 o'clock when sup-
per was serve( :0 all in the, banquet
hall of the lc), )em by the ladies
of the gastere -.eke After luncheon
the degree wufk was resumed and
continued until a late hour last night.
Large Crowd at Ball.
A large- crowd,attended the Wood-
men of the Woigd ball last evening
on the second floor above where the
Brunswick beewling alley formerly
stood, on.. Broadway near Fifth
street. The pleasure seekers did not
disperse until an early hour this
morning. This was .one of the many
entertainments being given by mem-
bers of this order to raise money
with 'which to take care of the 1,000
eel :gates who will be -here one year
Ire n next month, attending the bien-
meat meeting of the head camp, in-
cluding all Kentucky and Tennessee
lodges. Already hundreds of dollars
are in the entertainment fund, as the
Woodmen affairs are among the
most successful and largely attended
of any.
Minstrels Tonight.
This evening at The Kentucky, the
Eagles give their big minstrels. On
account of the entertainment the
ledge will not hold its regular week-
ly gathering this evening in their
(loaners on Sixth and Broadway.
The final rehearsal for the event was
held last evening.
lioover returned this
morning from a trip to Jackson,
Tenn.
Mr. J. G. Holland, of Murray, ar-
rived in the city yesterday.
Mr. Ben Keys, of 'Mayfield, is in
the city on business.
Division Agent L. A. Downs, Fire
Inspector A. D. Brooks, Superintend-
ent of Extinguishers F. J. Severy and
ISe)ervisur W. C. Waggoner, of the.
1. C., returned last night from Cairo
in making a tour over this section
looking after the I. C. buildings and
fire fighting facilities.
Inspector Fred Schlinkert, of I. C.
scales, was here yesterday.
Mr. Harry _Long, formerly of The
'1(243,il-rabic has gone to Mayfield and
taken charge of the soda fountain at
the .14movntion cafe.
iti-0/011n, Hendrickl gesterdny
w to her home in Smithland after
nitrsn several days here with
• Kendrick
CMirs. J. Vivtor
turna4-yeates4ay
Dallas Texas.
Mr. George T.
Oskaloosa, Kan.,
(Etta •
Voris and child re-
from visiting in
Beyer is here from
on business.
Saaati, B. Anthony is Dead.
Rochester, N. Y. March 13.-The
long end eventful life of Susan B.
Anthony closed at 1240 o'clock this
mornifig. The end came peacefully.
Miss Susan Brownell Anthony, prob-
ably the best known _advocate of
woman suffrage in America; was
born at Adams, Mass., February ts,
arao. In 1860 she started a petition
in favor of leaving out the word
"male" in the Fourteenth amend-
ment, and worked with National
Woman's Suffrage Associition to in-
duce congress to secure to her sex
the eight of voting.
Capt. W. H. Caperton, of the U. S.
navy, has arrived here and gone on
the government steeieer that is
- 
here- ea-winter _quartets. _ _
tesaareee-me_
WHISKY DID IT
RLCHARD YELTIMA TAKEN
BACK TO LEXINGTON FOR
TAXING COAT.
Chief Thorisas Maher, of Louisville
Detective Force His Returned
Home-Police Business.
'JIM "RAPPED"
FEW STIFF ONES
Richard Yellin* was arrested yes-
terday morning by Detectives Moore
and Raker, who found „him at the
home of his parents on Eighth and
Boyd streets. He is a lad of tender
age and is charged with grand lar-
ceny at Lexington, Ky., where he was
taken by Detective Baker this morn-
ing at 1:4o o'clock.
Yeltima bas been living in Lex-
ington but came home several weeks
ago. He is charged with stealing the
overcoat and other articles from a
man be was with, but whose name is
not known. )(chime says he and a
number of others were around a
Lexington store drunk, and several
of therni went to sleep. He claims
that he then took the overcoat and
shoes of another but had no use for
titlens. and would not have done it
had he not been intoxicated.
FOR
IMPURE
BLOOD
and
BOILSi
=mums TA K E trnummuu
WALKER'S
SARSAPARILLA
51.00 Per Bottle.
TRIED TO TAKE POSSESSION
OF DON GILBERTO'S
YESTERDAY.
He and Uncle Frank Potts Took a
Few Toddies and Then Did Not
Have the Coin to Pay.
A mattress maker known only as
"Jim" was aerested yesterday short-
ly after noon by Chief James Coiling
and Driver John Austin of the pa-
trol wagon, on the charge of trying
to take Don Gilberto's saloon, on
South Fourth street, between Broad-
Way and Kentucky avenue. In try-
ing to take the place he gat "taken"
by Bartender L. Robertson, who had
to pound the other over the head
with a metal lemon squeezer in
beating him into acknowledging the
fact that he could not run the place.
"Jim" is employed at the George
Jackson mattress factory, and de-
spite the fact he has been working
there for several years, the employ-
er does not know his name, while
the man was too drunk yesterday
afternoon and last night to give his
full name.
It seems that "Jim" and Frank
otts went into the Gilberto saloon
after a drink, which they got and
then_ refused to pay for. The bar-
tender remonstrated with them, and
this offended "Jim's" dignity to the
extent that he deliberately walked
out. on the pavement, tok off his
cost, handed it to another with the
request that it be held while he
"took possession" of the saloon. He
then tried to wade into the bartend-
er, but it seems "Jim" did not have
the proper credentials to take su-
preme control, as Roberts picked up
a metal lemon squeezer and let
"Jim" have this across his booze
soaked head, several whacks which
brought the blood in good quantities
and put the mattress maker out of
business for the time being. The
two scrapped out onto the sidewalk
and attracted considerable attention
by thenr exciting fight.
About this time the chief and pa-
trol wagon driver came along an.I
picked "Jim" up. He' had a large
supply of fresh booze inside him
and by the time he got to the hall
he was so well under the influence
that he could not tell his name.
After dressing his bunged up head,
stairs to be arraigned before the STANDS FIFTHhe was carefully stored away down
judge this, morning.
Detective Returned.
Detective T. J. Moore returned to
the city yesterday morning, after be-
ing absent since last Friday. He went
away on official business but would
not say where he had been or on
what case he is working.
As yet he and Slueth Baker have
not brought anything to the surface
as regards capturing Albert Shumake,
the young fellow charged with mur-
dering William Augustus in the local
.1. C. yards three weeks ago.
MAtE B7
R. W. WALKER & CO••
INCORPORATED.
Dinaggidg, • Fifth and Weray.
Both Phones 573.
;?filloet ter4i
WANTS
- 
FOR SALE-A good grocery
stock. Located in !a good part of
the city. Reason fta• selling, change
of business.
Address, Box S. S. Paducah, Ky.
Fog RENT-Eight-room brick
residence in West Fend, with bath,
etc. Apply to L. S. DuBios.
TAKEN UP-Stray mouse colored
mule, three years old, very poor. 
Takenup three miles out on Bland-
ville road. Ring old Oran* tore'
FOR RENT-Front roont, furnace
at, exo Washington St., Telephose
1832.
WANTED-At once, good cook.
Good bottle and wages to eight per-
son. None but good cook need al;f7.
ply. 822 South Fourth street.
wANTIV.a-TO buy 
.,foreee4#
foul' or five room house.- Addre s P.
0. box 538, giving location and
price.
ire absolutely free as there is neither
admission. Ise nor collection. As the
union is very desirous of a large at-
tendance, it is hoped that all friends,
cf the union will help 'to advertise
the meeting.
With the Sick.
Captain Robert Owen Confined at
His Hent•--Oeo, Brownell
Very
Captain Robert Owen, offilte fee-'
ryboat Bettie Owen, is' coed at
his home on Broadway, between
Seventh and Ninth streets, with an
attnititr illness. puring his ailment
the f is being captained by his
brother, Mr. James Owen.
Miss ,LiVary Rickstaff, aged 18
1111years, .d her arm painfully injured
yesterday by a machine at thee
chanicsburg basket factory catc
her dress and di-awing her into
mechanism. • V.
The wife of Deputy Sheriff Clark
Isom son has about reciavered at
their home in the Grahaniville
section of the county.
Many friends of Mr. George
Brownell will regret to learn that
he is confined with a serious attack
of pneumonia at his home near Wal-
lace paste He is the well known
attache .of the Langsaff-Orrn mill
here in the city, and who months
ago bought out in Arcadia Ind now
lives out there.
Prayer Service
PRESIDING ELDER BLACKARD
CONDUCTS MEETING TO-
NIGHT.
The Women's Christian Temper-
ance -Union Meets Tomorrow
Afternoon at the Finn
Baptist Church.
This evening at theBroadway
Methodist church Presiding Elder J.
W. Blackard, of thePadueah Metho-
dist district, will conduct prayer ser-
vices foe Rev. T. J. Newell, the pas-
tor of the congregation, who yester-
Gay went to Nashville, Tenn., to con-
fer with gentlemen from other states
regarding instituting a female college
in the southern central portion of
the United States.
W. C. T. U. Meeting,.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will
meet tomorrow afternoon at threti
o'clock in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church. A most cordial
invitation it extended to the women
of Paducah and a rare treat will be
enjoyed by all who are present.
Miss M. E. Moore, of Georgetown.
Ky., will give another one of her
interesting and educative talks on
"The Higher Physical Life of Worn-
an. I_ .AIL_who have
Moore will be sure to want to hear
her again. Her previous address
was so helpful and practical that by
special request of the union she cou-
nted to speak gain. These tales
' 
chWGoite.
Chief Thomas Maher, of the Lonis-
ville detective force, has returned to
his home in that city after speeding
several days here. Be gave it out
that he came down to Dawson for
tee baths for bad' -health, but finding
the bathhouse not running, came to
this city for a few days. It is be-
lieved however that this was his ex-
cuse for being here, and that he was
been held by Undertakers Matte &
criminal, as he was on the constant
go, closely scrutinizing everbody, and
did not act like a big detective just
out for 'his health.
••••••••••..1=1101,
ON THE LIST
ONLY FOUR OUTRANKED MR.
FRANK GILBERT WITH TO-
BACCO PEOPLE.
Colonel Gus G. Singleton Pouring
Forces of Workmen to Quarries
-News of Business world.
moth plant which is increasing its
capacity, right along by installing
more machinery and additional men
to get out the mammoth amounts of
stone they furnish the Illinois Cen-
tral with.
Finishing Contracts.
Contractor C. H. Chamblin, the al-
derman, leaves Friday for DuQtroin,
on business connected with the
big opera house and ice factory ad-
dition his mechanics are construct-
Mg then He expects. to finish his
contracts there early in the spring,
and return here to remain.
Farmers' Institute.
T'lle Farmers' Institute will hold
this morning's meeting at the Corn
mercial club offices on South Fourth
street, instead, of at the county court
house, where is was thought the as-
sembly would have to be held on ac-
count of the club rooms being so
;quail they .cannot .accomodate a vere
large 'lumber comfortably.
Commercial Club Postponed.
e he meeting intended for last eve-
ning by the Commercial club at the
City Hall general assembly chamber
.was postponed until tomorrow night
on account of the inclemency of the
weather. Talks on different com-
mercial and civic matters will be
nuiec.
Terrell's Case Continued.
Justice John J. Bleich has contis-
ued over until tomorrow afternoon
the warrant charging Officer Thad
Terrell, of the police force, with
lestodring Ernest Ozmont in the head
with a club. The matter was post-
poned from Monday on occountof
the absence of witnessea
. INDIAN PROVERBS.
The coward shoots with shut eyes
Small things talk loud to the In-
dian's eye.
When a fox walks lame old rab-
bit jumps.
The paleface's arm is longer than
his word.
No Indian ever sold his daughter
for a name.
A Kuaw's tongue runs faster than
the wind's legs.
It is gratifying to all Paducahans
to learn that Mr. Frank Gilbert,
foriaerly of this city stands fifth
from the head of the 164 traveling
representatives of the American To-
bacco company, the largest concern
in the world handing the weed. He
is their traveling man for the state
of Texas, and the sgos annual state-
ments pust issued by the gigantic
concsrn show that there were only
four other, representatives out over
the United States doing a larger busi-
ness for them than he did, his sales
running far beyond the $100,000
mark. : I
Mr. Gilbert is the well known
former Paducahan who served a term
as assistant postmaster, and who five
years ago went to Dallas, Texas, and
located, where he is flourishing with
that rapidly' growing country.
is nothing so eloquent as a
raw! ke's tail.
'smonname
The Indian scalps his enemy, the
paleface akins his friends
Katterjohn Quarries.
Colonel. Gus. G. Singleton returned
yesterday from Hopkinsville, Ky.,
where he went and got a large crow
of laborers and_slaMped toth
Katterjohn quarries at Cedar Bluff,
up the Louisville division of the Illi-
nois Central. Mr. Singleton went to
Clarksville , Sunday and got.,,wther
big batch of workmen for theiern-
L.
THE RIVERS
Cairo-.3!,
Chattanooga-5.4, falling
Cincinnati-t7.9,
Evansville-t7.o, falling
Floreiton-4.6, falling.
Johnsonville-8.5, falling.
Louisville--7.4. falling.
Mt. Carmel---missing.
Nashville--434, falling.
Pittsburg-4o, falling.
Davis Island Dam---6.1, falline
St. Louis-17.8, falling.
Mt. Vernon-tee), falling.
Paducah-n.6, falling.
It pays to  buy the best
watch you can afford.
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let as show youJ
J.L WOLFF,
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
lED KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE sag.
Wednesday Night
March 14.
GLE
Minstrels
PADUCAH'S BEST VOCALISTS
AND FUNNIEST COMEDIANS
In new songs and original jokes. A
melange of happy surprises.
GRAND AUGMENTED
ORCHESTRA.
The John S. Hopkins went to
Evansville yesterday and comes back
tomorrow.
The Buttorff comes in today from
Clarksville and leaves immediately
for Clarksvile.
This morning at eight o'clock the
Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo. She
will get back tonight.
The City of Saltillo should get
bete tonight bound up for the Ten-
nessee river from St. Louis.
The Stacker Lee left Memphis yes-
terday and should get here tomor-
row en route up to Cincinnati.
The Joe Fowler comes in this
morning from Evansville and gets
out on her immediate return that
way.
The steamer Oyde gets out for the
Tennessee river this afternoon at five
ceclock. She comes back again next
Monday.
The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
tonight and leaves there tomorrow
afternoon on her return this way for
Memphis
--The- - Savannah. -got-
little e rly this trip, -coming out of
the Tennessee river yesterday at
noon, and departing for St. Louis
alter laying here a couple of hour,.
The steamer -Kentucky will come
An olio of novelties, including mon-
ologues, dancing, quartet singing.
instrumental solos and
ILLUSTRATED SONGS
concluding with the funniest farce
ever written.
25e TO $1.00.
Grand street parade on day of per-
formance. Sas hand bills for further
particulars.
50
4''
4
4.
out of the Tennresee river late to-
morrow night late and lay here until
Saturday afternoon before skipping
awey on her return trip.
The Cairo litillttin arriving here
yesterdery said that Captain "Rally"
Jones Who has been watching the
stranded steamer Charleston near
Hickman, had killed a negro roustek,
and then knocked in the head the b
second mate and dumped his body.
overboard. The. Bulletin then con-
tinues that the mate Captain Jones,
was asaaa-inated while sleeping
ashore nib:ler a tent. The Bulletin
writer must have sniffed all the
Cairo's colt*, as Captain Jones and
the second mate are both in the city
safe anJ sound. The Charleston is
Captain Frank Wagoner' boat that
went aground and was wrecked, but
left in charge of Captain Jones anti .
others.
The sowboat Lyda has returned
from the Tennessee river with a tow
of ties.
-Captain II c nry Leyhe, -erf-St. 
has arrived here to remain until the
balance of the Leyhe fleet leaves! its
winter quarters hrre and returns to
the Illinois river for its- summer's
business.
Bad Language Used.
Ann Barrett, colored, was arrested
yeseerday by Officers Hurley and
Singery on the charge of cursing
sThe negress was released on
Lizzie Lehnhard, of 1307 South 
Ninthtreet. '
'
her own hoed to appear this morn-,
ing. She occupies a house belonging!
to the Lehnhard woman and it is,
claimed they fell out over the rent.
The honse occupied by the Barrett
women adjoins that used. by the
Lainbard woman.
•
